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times for percolation 
By ODED SCHRAMM and JEFFREY E . STElF 
Abstract 
One goal of this paper is to prove that dy namical critical site percolation on the 
planar triangular lauice has exceptional times at which percolation occurs. In doing 
so, new qllQmirarive noise sensitivity results for percolation are obtai ned. The latter 
is based on a novel method for controlling the "level k" Fouri er coefficients via the 
construction of a randomized algori thm which looks at random bits, outputs the 
value of a particular function but looks at any fi xed input bit with low probability. 
We also obtain upper and lower bounds on the Hausdorff di mension of the set of 
percolating times. We then study the problem of except ional times for certain "k-
arm" events on wedges and cones. As a corollary of this analysis, we prove, among 
other things, that there are no ti mes at which there are two in fin ite "white" clusters, 
obtain an upper bound on the Hausdorff d imension of the set of times at which 
there are both an infini te wh ite cluster and an infinite black cluster and prove that 
for dynamical critical bond percolation on the square grid there are no exceptional 
times at which three disjoint infi nite clusters are present. 
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I. Introduction 
Consider bond percolation on an infinite conn ected locally finite graph G , 
where for some P E [0, '] , each edge (bond) of G is, independently of all others, 
open with probability P and closed with probability 1- p. Write Jrp for this product 
measure. The main questions in percolation theory (see r 12]) deal with the possible 
ex istence of infinite connected components (clusters) in the random subgraph of 
G consisting of all sites and all open edges. Write ~ for the event that there ex ists 
such an infinite cluster. By Kolmogorov's 0-\ law, the probability of '6 is, for fixed 
G and p, either 0 or I . Since Jrp (C(5) is nondecreasing in p, there ex ists a c ritical 
probability Pc = Pc(G) E [0, I] such that 
Jrp(~) = f 0 for p < Pc l I for p > Pc· 
At p = Pc we can have either Jrp ('€ ) = Oar Jrp ('€) = I, depending on G. 
Haggstrom, Peres and Steif [131 initiated the study of dynamical percolation. 
(The notion of dynamical percolation was invented independentl y by I. Benjamini. 
While the present paper was moti vated by l I3] , the question studied here had pre-
viously been asked by Benj amin i, as we recently became aware.) In thi s model, 
with p fixed, the edges of G switch back and forth according to independent 2 
state continuous time Markov chains where closed switches to open at rate p and 
open switches to closed at rate 1- p. Clearl y Jrp is a stationary distribution for 
this Markov process. The general question studied in r 131 was whether, when we 
start with di stribution Jrp , there cou ld exist atypical times at which the percolation 
structure looks markedly different from that at a fixed time. 
Write 'll p for the underlying probability measure of this Markov process, and 
write ((5 / for the event that there is an infinite cluster of open edges at time t . 
Two results in l13 J which are relevant to us are 
PROPOS ITIO N 1.1. For allY graph G , 
I 'II p( C£ / occursfor every t) \II p ( -. ((5 / ) occurs for every t) = 1 = 1 if p > p,(G) , if p < p,(G) , 
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THEOREM 1.2. For d ::: 19, the integer lattice 7Ld satisfies 
'II Pc ( -,«6z) occurs for every t ) = 1. 
One important aspect of the proof of the latter result is that it uses the fact, 
proved in lI4] , that for d ::: 19, 
( I.I ) JTp(O is in an infinite open cluster) = O(lp - Pel) . 
It is proved in [211 that (J. I) does not ho ld for d = 2. Therefore, the question of 
whether Theorem 1.2 is true for d = 2 becomes interesti ng. At thi s point, we men-
ti on that site percolation is the analogous model where the vertices (rather than the 
edges) are open o r closed independe ntly, each w ith probability p, and dynamical 
percolation is defined in a completely analogous manner. Our main result says that 
Theorem J.2 does not ho ld for site percolation o n the planar tri angular grid . The 
triangular gri d is the graph whose vertex set is the subset of C = 1R2 consisting of 
the po ints 
il+ exp(2)ri /3)il ~ {(k +i/2 , Jii/2) : k ,i E il} 
and two suc h po ints have an edge between the m if and o nly if the ir distance is l. 
Explicit ly s tated. our main result is 
TH EO REM 1.3. Almost surely. the set of times t E [0, Ij .5lIch that dynamical 
critical site perco/atioll on the triangular lattice has all infinite open eluster is 
nonempty. 
There are no other transitive g raphs for which it is known that d yna mical 
critical perco lation has such exceptional times. (In r 131. it was argued that the 
event discussed in Theorem 1.3 is measurable. A similar comment appli es to our 
other results below. Thus. measurability issues will not concern us here.) 
We are convinced that Theorem 1.3 is true for bond percolation on the square 
lattice. However, our proof uses the existence and exact values of certain so-called 
critical exponents, which are o nl y known to ho ld fo r site perco lation on the tri an-
gular lanice. These are believed to be the same for bond percolati on on the square 
lattice. but even the ir existence has not yet been established in that case. However. 
the methods of thi s paper seem to come quite close to a proof for the square grid 
as well: it seems that there are several ways in which th is can perhaps be achieved 
without detennining these critical exponents. These issues will be further discussed 
in Section 9. 
It is interesting to note that by l 13. Cor. 4 .2], as. at every lime t the set of 
vertices that are contai ned in some infinite cluster has zero density. 
On a heuri stic level, for Theorem 1.3 to hold, it is necessary that the configura-
tion "changes fast" in o rder to have "many chances" to percolate so that we will in 
fact have a percolaring time . Mathematically, "changing fast" can be interpreted as 
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hav ing small correlati ons over short time intervals. whi ch then suggests the use of 
the second moment method which we indeed will use. In other words, one needs 
to know that the confi gurati on at a g iven time te ll s us almost nothing about how it 
w ill look a short time later. The notion of noise sensitivity introduced in [2J is the 
relevant tool which descri bes this phenomenon. We now bri efl y explain this. 
Gi ven an integer nI, a subset A of {O, l}m and an f; > 0, define 
N(A ,e):= var[p[( YI , . .. , Ym) E A I Xl , ... , XmJ] 
where {Xi} I ~i !Om are i.i.d. with p[ Xj = 1] = 1/2 = p[ Xi = 0] and condi tional 
on the {Xi }'s, {Yj }1 <i <m are independent with Yj = Xi with probability 1 - e and 
Yj = 1 - Xi with probabil ity e. 
Definition 104. Let {11m }m> I be an increas ing sequence in N going to 00 and 
let Am be a subset of {O, I}n", for each m . We say that the sequence {Am}m >, is 
noise sell .5itive if for every r:; > 0, 
( 1.2) 
This says that for large III knowi ng the values of X" ... , X R", gives us almost 
no information concern ing whether (Y" . .. , YRIII ) E Am . This is not the exact 
definition of noise sensitivity given in 121 but is easily shown to be equi valent ; see 
page 14 in that paper. It is also shown in 12] that if ( 1.2) holds for some e E (0, 1/ 2), 
then it holds for all such 8 and in addition that N(A, 8) is decreasing in 8 on [0, 1/ 2]. 
Let 11m be the number of edges in an (m + I) x III box in 1'..2 and let Am be the 
event of a left to right crossing in such a box. By duality, p[ Am] = 1/2 for every 
m (see 112 ]). In 12}, the following result is proved. 
TH EOREM 1.5. The sequence {Am}m> I is liaise sensitive. 
A by-product of the tools needed to prove Theorem 1.3 wi ll imply the follow-
ing more quantitative version of Theorem 1.5 , which was conjectured in 12]. 
T HEOREM 1.6. There exists y > 0 so that 
lim N(Am , ,,,- l' ) = O. 
m~oo 
We have the same resu lt for the triangular lattice but wi th a better y, since 
cri tical exponents are known in th is case. 
TH EOREM 1.7. For critical site percolatioll on the trianglliar lattice, let A~, 
be the event oj the existence oj a left-right crossing in a domain D approximating 
a square oj sidelength m. Thenjor all y < 1/8, 
lim N (A:n ,m-l') = O. 
m~oo 
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In proving our quantitative noise sensiti vity results (Theorems 1.6 and 1.7 as 
well as those later on necessary for obtaining Theorem 1.3), one of two key steps 
will be Theorem 1.8, which gives estimates of certain quantities involving Fourier 
coeffici ents of a function based on the properties of an algorithm calculating the 
function; the other key step wi ll be the construction of an appropriate al gorithm. 
Precise definitions of undefined terms will be given in Section 2. where the con-
nection with noi se sensitivity will also be recalled. 
TH EOREM 1.8. Let" EN and set Q = 0 11 := {O, l}/I. LeI f : Q -+ II\\: 
be a junction. Suppose that there is a randomized algorithm A jar determining 
the value oj I which examines some of the inplll bits of I olle by one. where 
the choice of the next bit examined may depend on the bits examined so lar. Let 
J S; [II] := {I , 2, ... , II} be the (random) set of bits examined by the algorithm. 
Set 0 = OA := sup{P[i E J] : i E [/I J}. Then, for every k = 1. 2, ... , the Fourier 
coefficie11fS oj I satisfy 
(1.3) 
S~[/ll , ISI=k 
where III II denotes the L 2 norm 01 I with respect 10 the IIl1iform probability mea-
sllre on Q. 
This result might have some applicati ons to theoretical computer science. We 
will cali oA the revealment of the algorithm A. The restriction of x to J (the set of 
bits examined by the algorithm) is a witness for the function I, in the sense that it 
determines I(x). As ex plained in Section 2.2, Theorem 1.8 extends to some other 
types of witnesses. 
In the case k = I, the inequality ( 1.3) cannot be improved by more than a 
facto r of O( I / Iogl/): there is an example showing this with 0::: 1/ - 1/3 10g(II) , 
which appears in [4, §4]. The paper [4] investigates how small the revealment can 
be for a balanced boolean funct ion on {O, I }". When the function is monotone, it 
is shown that the revealment cannot be much smaller than 11 - 1/ 3 and in general it 
cannot be much smaller than 1/ - 1/2. Examples are given there which come within 
logarithmic factors of meeting these bounds. 
We do not know if (1.3) is close to being optimal for k » I. One is tempted to 
specul ate that the inequality can be improved to L ISI:5k j(S)2::: 0(1) k 0 11/112. 
We do not know any counterexample to this inequality. However, the AND function 
I(x) = n;=1 x) gives an example where 
0(1 ) L j(S)'" Jk811/11' 
ISI~k 
for k satisfyi ng Ik -/I /21 = 0(1/ 1/2). (It is easy to check that the best revealment 
possible for thi s I is exactly (2 - 21- /1) / 1/.) 
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Once Theorem 1.3 is established, it is natural to ask: how large is the set of 
"exceptional" times at whi ch percolation occurs? In thi s direction , we have the 
following result. 
THEOREM 1.9. The Hausdorff dimension of the set of times at which dynam-
ical critical site percolation 011 the trianglilar lartice has an infinite eluster is all 
almost sure cOl/stanl which lies ill [~ , ~!l. 
We conjecture that ~! is the correct answer. In a different di rection, once we 
know that there are exceptional times at which percolation occurs, it is natural to 
ask how many clusters can exist at these exceptional times. The following provides 
the answer. 
THEOREM 1. 10. On rhe trianglila r laTtice, a.s. ,here are I/O limes at which 
dynamical critical site percolation has two or more infinite open clusters. 
For the square grid, we can onl y prove 
THEOREM 1.11 . On 7L.2, a.s. there are no times at which dynamical critical 
bond percolarion has three or more infinite open clusters. 
In some of the figures, we will represent open sites by white hexagons on 
the dual grid, and closed sites by black hexagons. Thus, percolation clusters cor-
respond to connected components of the union of the white hexagons. These wi ll 
also be called white clusters. Likewise, we may also consider black clusters, which 
are connected components of black hexagons . 
Aski ng whether two infinite white clusters can coexist at some time is very 
different from asking whether two infinite cluste rs of differellt colors can coexist 
at some time. We conjecture that there are in fact exceptional times at which there 
are both a wh ite and a black infinite cluste r and that the Hausdorff dimension of 
such times is 2/3. We can however prove the following. 
TH EOREM 1.1 2. 011 the triangular lattice, a.s. the Hausdorff dimension of the 
set of times ar which there are both an infinite white cluster and an infinite black 
cluster is at most 2/3. 
We also have the foll owing two results concerning the upper half-plane. 
THEOR EM 1. 13. On the triangular lattice intersected with the IIpper half-
plane, a.s. the Hausdorff dimension of the set of times at which there is an infinite 
cluster is at most 5/9. 
THEOREM 1.14. On the triangular lattice intersected with the lIpper half-
plane, a.s. the set of times at which there are both an infinite white cluster and 
an infinite black cluster is empty. 
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Theorems 1.1 0, 1.12, 1.1 3 and 1.1 4 will fo llow immediately from generaliza-
ti ons presented in the last part of the paper, which are concerned with studying 
dynamical percolati on on two other two-dimensional objects, namely wedges and 
cones . For every 8 E (0, (0) , we let We denote the wedge of angle 8 and Ce denote 
the cone of angle 8. For Ce, we wi ll require that 8 is a multiple of 1r /3. The prec ise 
defi nitions of these will be given in Section 3. First, we mention that for all 8, the 
critical value for s ite percolati on on We and on Ce is 1/2, as for site percolation 
on the tri angular grid and bond percolation on 71.. 2 . 
The following results prov ide upper and lower bounds on the critical angle for 
which there are exceptional times for certain k-arm type events as well as provide 
estimates fo r the Hausdorff dimension of the set of exception times for a given 
angle. In these resu lts, if an upper bound on the Hausdorff dimension is negative, 
this means that the set in questi on is empty. 
We will on ly do the case where the arms are alternat ing in color (and hence 
for the case of cones, there will be one or an even number of arms). We do this 
partially because it is easier than the general case and because it is all that is needed 
in order to make statements concerning the number of infinite clusters. 
By a k -arm event, we mean an event of the form "there are k disjoint infi nite 
paths having a spec ified color sequence"; for a wedge, the color sequence is well -
defined wh ile for a cone, it is well-defined up to cycl ic permutations. 
TH EOREM 1. 15. Fix the wedge We andfor illleger k ~ I , let Atve be the event 
that there are k infinite disjoint paths in We whose colors alternate. Then a.s. the 
Hausdorff dimension, H~e ' of the set of exceptional times at which Atve occurs 
satisfies 
4k(k + I)rr k _2k-'('ck",+;-Ic-)_rr 1- < H", < 1-38 - " 0 - 98 
In particular, for any k ~ 1, rhere are exceptional times for rhe event Atve for 
() > 4k(kil)Tr alld there are I/O exceptiollaltimesfor () < 2k(k: I)Tr . 
THEOREM 1.16. Fix the cone Ce with () a multiple of1r/3 alld ler,Jork = I 
or k > 1 even, A~e be the event that there are k infinite disjoim paths in Ce whose 
colors alternate (ifk > I ). Then a.s. the Hausdorff dimension. H~e ' of the set of 
exceptional times at which A~e occurs satisfies 
51r I 51r 
I --< He < 1--38 - , - 188 
alldfor k ~ 2 
4(k' - I)rr k ::2",(k,,',,- ;-I!C)rrc. \ - < He < l -38 - , - 98 
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In par/iell/a rJar k = I , there are exceptional times for the event Ab, fo r (j > 5: 
and there are /10 exceptionalrimesjor 8 < ~~. \ll1I i/efor k ~ 2, there are exceptional 
rimes for the event A~8 f or () > 4(k\~- I) 1r and there are 110 exceptiollal rimes fo r 
8 < 2(k2; O]t' . 
Theorem 1. 16 is presumabl y true for other values of 8 provided thai a proper 
definition of Ce is given. 
Remark. One should note that the upper bounds on the Hausdorff dimension 
given in Theorems 1.9, 1.12,1. 13, 1.15 and 1.16 are all of the fonn 1 - (4/3)~ where 
~ is the critical exponent for the given event. 
There is an abstract theory of Levy processes on groups l 16J, 19J, which 
gives a criterion for a Levy process (such as WI) to hit a set A (such as the set 
of configurations which contain an infinite component) . Basica ll y, to show that A 
is hit, one needs to prove that there exists a probability measure IL on A whi ch has 
IIILII ", < 00 for an appropriate Hilbert norm 11 · 11",. based on the Fourier transform. 
It seems that we could use thi s framework in the present paper, but that would 
not essentially simplify the core issues we deal with. Moreover, it seems that our 
hands-on approach facilitates some generali zations, which the Levy process theory 
does not cover, whi ch brings us to our next remark . 
The fact that the time between fli ps has an exponential di stribution is not 
really essential here, and the results apply in greater generality. Let Wt (v ) denote 
the indicator function for the event that at time t the site v is white. Bas icall y, 
all of the results concerning ex istence of exceptional times and lower bounds on 
Hausdorff dimension go through (with essenti ally the same proofs) in the more 
general setting where we assume that 
(i) The processes t ~ w/(v) are independent (possibly with different distributions 
depending on v) as v runs over all sites. 
(ii ) PI",,(v ) = II = 1/2 for all I and v. 
(iii ) There is c > 0 so that 
IE[(- I)W,C')(- I)WA')l l" I -c II -sl 
for all v and all t and s satisfying It - sl < c. 
(iv) For each v, the process Wt (v) has ri ght continuous paths a.s. 
(Condition (iv) is just a technical condition to insure that the events that we consider 
are measurable.) 
For results concerning upper bounds on Hausdorff dimension. the proofs go 
through when we assume (i), (ii ), (iv) and 
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(v) There is a c > 0 so that 
E(number of fl ips of Wt(v) during ('" (2)] :s: C(t2 - 'I) 
for a ll v and all ' , ,(2 ER sati sfying' , < '2 <' \ +c. 
However, for sim plicity, we stick to the original setup. 
We mention a few other papers where analogous questi ons to those studied in 
ll 3 J have been studied fo r other models. First, the results in ll3 J were extended and 
refined in [26]. Next, ana logous questions for the Boolean model where the points 
undergo independent Brownian motions were studied in [51 . Analogous questions 
for the lattice case for certain interacting particle systems (where updates are not 
done in an independent fashi on) are studied in l6j. Finally in l3J , it is shown 
that there are exceptional two-dimensional slices for the Boolean model in four 
dimensions. 
The rest of the paper is organi zed as follows. In Section 2, we will first provide 
background on the Fourier-Walsh expansion of a function defined on {O. 1 VI as 
well as connections with noise sensitivity and then continue on to give the proof 
of Theorem 1.8 as well as a generalization to the case where the algorithm is not 
req ui red to always determine the value of the function f. (This will accommodate 
readers who are only interested in Theorem 1.8.) In Section 3, we will give nec-
essary background concerning percolation including a discussion of critical site 
percolation on the triangular lauice as well as a brief di scussion of interfaces and 
critical ex ponents. In Sect ion 4, we wi ll construct two algorithms determining 
certain events involving critical site percolation on the triangul ar lattice and anal yze 
them to obtain upper bounds on the probabi lity that a vertex is looked at during the 
algorithm. (For readers who onl y want to read Theorem 1.8 and see how to apply 
it , they can just glance through §3 and then read §4.) 
Sect ion 4 also gives a very detailed d iscussion of interfaces and completes 
the proofs of Theorems 1.6 and 1.7 by application of Theorem 1.8. In Section 5, 
we give the proof of Theorem 1.3, and in Sect ion 6 we give the proof of Theo-
rem 1.9. (Although the upper bound of 31/36 given in Theorem 1.9 is a special 
case of Theorem 1.16, we choose to give a different direct proof of this without 
reference to the work done in §8.) In Section 7, we prove the lower bounds on the 
Hausdorff dimension stated in Theorems 1.1 5 and 1.16. In Section 8, we prove the 
upper bounds on the Hausdorff dimension stated in Theorems 1.1 5 and 1.16. This 
wi ll be based on a general fonnula which gives an upper bound on the Hausdorff 
dimension of various random sets (or proves they are empty) in terms of injlllences 
(Theorem 8.1 ). We conclude the section by showing that Theorems 1.10, 1.12, 
1.13 and 1.14 immediately fo llow from Theorems 1. 15 and 1.16. After this. in 
Secti on 9, we prove Theorem 1.11 and explain several plausible ways in whi ch the 
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proof of Theorem 1.3 might be extended to bond percolation on the square lattice. 
In Section 10 , we present some open questions. 
Fi nall y, the appendi x proves some results about (nondynamical) critical perco-
lation that are needed for Theorems J. 1 0-1.1 6. The main resu lt is that if r < r' < r", 
then the probability of having j crossings in a prescribed co lor sequence between 
distances rand r" from 0 is equal (0 the product of the corresponding probabilities 
between radii rand r' and between radii r ' and ,." , times an error (enn (depending 
on j) that is bounded away from 0 and in fin ity. A nother conseq uence is that one 
gets good contro l on the positions of the cross ings at the inner and outer radii, as 
was already demonstrated by Kesten l1 9. Lemma 2]. The proofs in the appendix 
also establi sh the corresponding statements for critical bond percolation in Z2. 
2. Noise sensitivity of algorithmically dilute functions 
In thi s secti on, we give some background and then prove Theore m 1.8. 
2.1. Noise sensitivity background. For a functi on f from Q = Q n := {O, I }n 
to R, the Fourier-Walsh expansion of f is given by f = LS£ [n) i(s)xs , where, 
Xs(T) = (_I)lsn TI and i(S) = J fxs. He re and in the fo llowing, f refers to 
integrati on with respect to unifo rm measure and we identify any vector x E Q n 
with the subset {j E fn] :Xj = I} of [II] = {1 , 2 , ... ,n}. Consequentl y,lxl denotes 
the card inality of that set; that is, Ixl = IIxlll for x E Qn. The {XS }S£[n) are an 
orthonormal basis for the 2n-di mensional vector space of functions from Q n 10!R. 
In particular, 
IIIII' = L j(S)2 
S£ [n ) 
We now generalize the definition of N(A. e) (given in the introduct ion) 10 any 
function f : Q ----+!R by defining 
N(f. 0) := var[ E[J(Y" .... Ym)IX" ... , XmlJ. 
It is easy to see that (see page 14 in l2J) 
(2. J) N(f, o) = L j(S)2(J _20)2ISI. 
0 #S £ [n) 
This ex plains the importance of the Fourier-Walsh expansion in the study of noise 
sensitivity. 
2.2. Proof of Theorem 1.8. Before giving the proof, we discuss some heuris-
tics. One may first believe that an estimate such as ( 1.3) would be valid because 
when the a lgorithm terminates, the value of f is completel y determined, and 
hence perhaps allihe nonzero Fourier coefficients i(S) i:- 0, s i:- 0 , must satisfy 
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S n J i= 0. However, thi s is easily shown not to be the case. At the I -th step of 
the algorithm, after 1 bits have been determined, we may consider a new function 
II, which is I with those determined bits substituted. If at the (1 + l)-th step, the 
i -th bit Wi of the input W E Q is examined, then in the passage from It to It+ 1, 
there is a coll apsing of Fourier coefficients: j,+ 1 (S) = j, (S) + (- 1)W~ j, (S U {i n 
and Jt + I (S U {in = D fo r every S ~ [f/] \ {i}. Thus, the coeffic ient JI + I (S) may 
vani sh when some bit i E S is examined by time t + 1 or when some i ¢. S is 
chosen at time 1 + 1 and it happens that j,(S ) + (_ I )Wi j,(S U {in = D. The 
lauer, whi ch we call "coll apsing from above", may seem like a highly nongeneric 
situation. However, we cannot rul e it out because we are primarily interested in 
very non ge neric functions, name ly, functions with values in {D, I }. The proof below 
uses a simple decomposition argument to handle the possibility of collapsing from 
above. 
Ln the following, we let Q denote the probability space that includes the ran-
domness in the input bi ts of I and the randomness used to run the algorithm and we 
let E denote the corresponding expectation . Without loss of generality, elements of 
Q can be represented as w = (w , r) where w are the random bits and r represents 
the randomness necessary to run the algorithm. 
Proof Fix k :::: I. Let 
g(w) .- L j(S)xs(w). WE Q. 
ISI=k 
The left -hand side of ( 1.3) is equal to IIg1l2 . Let J c [11] be the random set of 
all bits examined by the algorithm. Let .sa denote the minimal a -fi eld for which 
J is measurable and every Wi, i E J , is measurable; th is can be viewed as the 
relevant in formation gathered by the algorithm. For any functi on II : Q ---7 IR, let 
h} : Q ---7 IR denote the random function obtained by subst ituting the values of 
the bits in J . More precisely, if w = (w. r) and w' E Q , then h} (w)(w') is h(w") 
whe! ew" isw on J(w) and isw' on [I/J\J(w). In thisway,hJ isa random variable 
on Q taking values in the set of mappings from Q to IR and it is immediate that this 
random variable is .sd- measurable. When the algorithm tenninates, the unexamined 
bits in Q are unbiased and hence E[h l.sa] = J h}(= h~} (0» where J is defined, 
as usual, to be integration with respect to uniform measure on Q. It follows that 
E[hl = Elf /lj I· 
More generally, if l/ : IR ---7 IR, then (l/ 0 II)} = l/ 0 hl and hence, as above, 
E[Il(II)] = E[J l/ (h}) l In particular, for all h, 
(2.2) 
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Since the a lgori thm determi nes f, it is .sA measurable. and we have 
IIglI' = E[g I[ = E[ E[g I I "')] = E[I E[g I"')]. 
Since E[g Isd-] = g J (0), Cauchy-Schwarz therefore gives 
(2.3) 
We may write, 
El.b (0)'[ = E[lIg, 11')- E[ L g,(S)']. 
ISI>o 
This and (2.2) with II = g impl y that 
E[g,(0)'[ s IlglI'- E[ L b(S)'] 
ISI=k 
= L g(S)' - E[ L g,(S)'] = L E[g(S)' - g,(S)'). 
S ~[1I1 IS I=k ISI=k 
It is easily seen that for any function II, h, = L S I;(S) (xs),. We apply this with 
II = g. Since g(S') = a if IS'I > k. it follows that for all S C [II J satisfying lSI = k 
g,(S) = 1 g(S), S n 1 = 0, 
O. S n 1 '" 0. 
The above estim ate fo r E[g J (0)2] therefore gives 
E[g, (0)'J S L g(S)' p [S n 1 '" 0 ) S L g(S)' L P[i E 1J S IIglI' k8. 
ISI=k ISI=k ieS 
Subst ituting this estimate in (2.3) and squaring the resu lting ineq ua lity complete 
the proof of the theorem. 0 
The theorem may be easily general ized to situations where the algorithm does 
not always determi ne the value of [precisely; that is, [, (x) sti ll depends on x E Q. 
Set 
varn(/J) := f (/J)2_ (j /J)' = L /,(S)2 
S#0 
where the integrations are with respect to the uniform probabi lity measure on Q. 
Note that E[ varn (h) ] is an ind icator for how precisely the a lgorithm can be 
used to approx imate [; when varn (h) is small , with hi gh conditional probability, 
1/, (0) - II is not too large. 
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When varn ( j;) =P 0, we have to replace the calculation in the proof of Theo-
rem 1.8 by the following 
(2.4) 
IIgll ' = E[g, !J ] = E[g, j,(0)] + E[g, (!J - j , (0))] 
:0 (E [g, (0)'[ E[j, (0)'J) 1/ ' + (E[g} J E[varo(!J )J) 1/ 2 
Since E[i,(0)' + varoU,)] = E[f'J, we have E[j,(0)'J :0 IIf[12 Thus, the 
above gives 
IIgll':o J E[g, (0)'] lIfll + IIgll J E[varo(!J)J. 
Using the same estimate fo r E[gJ (0)2] as in the proof of Theorem 1.8, we obtain 
IIgll' :0 IIglili filM + Ilg II j E[varo (!J)J . 
Consequentl y, squaring both sides gives the following generali zation of( 1.3): 
(2.5) L j(S)':o (lIfIIM + J E[varoU,)J) ' 
ISI=k 
:0 2 k 811fll' + 2 E[varo (!J)J. 
Theorem 1.8 holds more generall y than stated. If W is a random subset of 
[1/ ], we say that W is a witness for f : Q --+ R if the value of f is determined 
by its restriction to W . We say that W is a-dilute if maxiE[n) P [i E W(w)] .::: o. 
The related notion of short witnesses is of central importance in Talagrand 's epic 
isoperimetric saga [321 . The proof of Theorem 1.8 holds in the more general setting 
where the random set J is a witness, with the property that for all subsets A ;; [II ], 
conditioned on J = A (assuming this has positive probab ility) and conditioned on 
W restricted to A, the {Wi }i!Z'A are unifonn i.i.d. bits. As poi nted out to us by Asaf 
Nachmias, Theorem 1.8 does not hold for arbitrary witnesses, even if we allow 
fo r a multiplicative constant in the right-hand side of (1.3): if you take "Recursive 
Tern ary Majority" on 1/ = 3h bits, there is a (symmetric) witness hav ing only 2h 
elements, yielding a a which is (2/3)h; however, the sum of the squares of the 
level [ Fourier coeffic ients is (3/4)h . 
3. Percolation background and notation 
Duality plays a central role in the theory of perco lation in two dimensions. A 
dual-open path on the triangular grid is defined as a path in the grid whose vertices 
are all closed. For the square grid, a dual-open path is defined as a path in the dual 
of the square grid that does not intersect any open edge in the primal grid. The 
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basic observation is that for site percolation on the triangular grid at p = 1/2 the 
di stribution of the coll ection of dual-open paths is the same as the distribution of 
the collection of primal open paths. (Sometimes, we use the term "primal open 
path", for an open path, to make the dist inction wi th the dual-open path clearer.) 
For critical bond percolation on the square grid at p = 1/2. the di stribution of the 
dual-open paths is the image of the distribution of the open paths under translation 
by (1 /2, 1/ 2). This simple duality is one of the important ingredients in the proof 
by Kesten that Pc = 1/ 2 for these two percolation models r 18, p. 531 and the earlier 
proof by Harris (see liS ]) that there is a.s. no in fi nite cluster at p = 1/ 2. 
For 0 ~ r < R < 00, let A(r, R) denote the event that there is an open c rossi ng 
of the annulus r ~ Izl ~ R, namely, an open path connecting a vertex inside the 
disk Izl ~ r to a vertex in Izl ::: R. Let a(r, R) denote the probability of A(r, R) 
at percolat ion parameter P = Pc = 1/ 2. Abbreviate a(O, R) bya(R). For conve-
nience, we adopt the conventi on a(r, R) = I whenever r::: R. The function a(r, R) 
is essentially multiplicati ve, in the fo llowi ng sense: there is a constant C > 0 such 
that for every 0 ~ rl ~ r2 ~ r 3 < 00, 
(3.1 ) 
In fact, thi s holds for critical bond percolation on the square grid as well as for 
critical site percolation on the triangul ar grid. The (standard) proof of (3.1) is based 
on the Harris-FKG inequality and the celebrated Russo-Seymou r-Welsh (RSW) the-
orem (see I" 121, r 181). A proof of a generalization of (3 .1 ) is given in the appendix . 
Another consequence of RSW that we will use is the existence of a constant c > 0 
such that for every r > 0, 
(3 .2) c .::.:a(r.2r) . 
The Stochastic Lowner Evol uti on (S LE) introduced in [281 is a one parameter 
fami ly of random curves indexed by a real positi ve parameter K. It was conj ectured 
in l28J that the scaling limit of outer boundaries of critical si te percolation clusters 
on the triangul ar grid as well as bond percolation clusters on 7L 2 are (chordal ) SLEK 
with K = 6. Smi rnov [30], [291 proved the corresponding statement for criti cal site 
percolation on the tri angular latti ce. (See a lso [71.) We now explain some of thi s 
more prec isely. We first perform independent site percolat ion on the upper half 
of the triangular Jan ice but declare the sites {(k, 0) : k > O} to all be open and 
{(k , 0) : k ~ O} to all be closed. In the hexagonal grid dual to the triangular grid , 
there wi ll then be a un ique path in the upper half-plane from (!, 0) to 00 which has 
white hexagons contain ing open sites on the ri ght and black hexagons containing 
closed sites on the left. (See Figu re 3. 1.) Smimov's result is that the limit (i n an 
appropriate topology) as the mesh size of the lattice goes to 0 of the law of thi s 
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Figure 3.1. The percolation interface. 
path is chordal SLE6 . This path described above, which has open sites on its right 
and closed sites on its left, is an example of what is called an imeiface. 
The conformal invariance and the SLE description of critical percolat ion on 
the tri angul ar latti ce allowed researchers to prove a number of conjectures by 
physicists concerning so-called critical exponents. For example, for critical site 
percolation on the triangular grid, it was established in l23 ] that 
(3.3) a(R) = R- 5j 48 +o(1) as R ---,)0 00. 
In fact , the same proof actuall y gives for R ::: r ::: I , 
(3 .4) a(r, R) = (R j r ) - 5/ 48+0(1 ) as R j r ---,)0 00. 
For I ::: ,. ::: R, the 2-arm function a2(r, R) denotes the probability that there 
are both an open path from Izl::: r to Izl::: R and also a dual-open path from Izl::: r 
to Izl::: R. We abbreviate 0'2(1 , R) by a2(R). 
Next, let M be a half-plane in [R2 and let v be some vertex in M sati sfying 
di st(v, aM) ::: 2. Denote by a+(R) the probabi lity that there is an open path in M 
from v to distance at least R away from v. This quantity depends on R , v, and M, 
but the dependence on v and M will usually be suppressed. More generall y, for 
0::: r < R, let a + (r , R) denote the probability that there is an open path in M from 
some vertex II sati sfying Ill- vi::: r to some vertex w satisfying Iw - vi::: R. 
As with a(r, R), we adopt the convention a +(r, R) = I whenever r ::: R. 
It is known that the functions 0'+ and 0'2 also sati sfy (3 .1 ), with poss ibly 
different constants. (When considering 0'+ , thi s applies to any fixed choice of M 
and v.) These inequalities are valid for site percolat ion on the tri angular grid as 
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well as bond percolation on the square grid . A proof can be found in the appen-
dix. For site percolation on the triangular grid, the corresponding exponents were 
establi shed in [3 11: 
(3.5) 
as R ---+ 00. In facl , the same proofs actually give for R ~ r 2: 1 
(3.6) a,(,-, R) = ( R / r) - I /4+o(1) , 
as R/ r--'l> 00. 
For bond percolati on on the square grid , such exact estimates are unavailable, 
because there is currently no proof that the interface converges to SLE6. In the 
case of the square grid, the estimate a(r, R) ::: C (R / r) - E, where C , e > 0 are 
constants, follows easil y from the RSW theorem (see [12] , [18]). The RSW proofs 
can give an actual value for e, but it is rather small . We can also use the obvious 
estimate a+(r, R) ::: a(r, R) to obtain a similar bound for a+ . 
We now give the precise definitions for wedges and cones. For this purpose, 
we first recall the definition of the infinitely branched cover of lRo over O. Let 
X = {(z, e) : z E C \ {O}, e E II, eiel'l = z}, and sel >fr(z , e) = z. On Ihe surface 
X we define the metric dx as the pullback of the euclidean metric of 1R2 under 1jJ, 
namely, dx(x , y) is the infimum of the length of IjJ 0 y for any continuous path 
y C X connecting x and y. Let Coo denote the completion of (X. elx). Since 1R2 is 
complete, it is easy to see that Coo \ X consists of a single poin t, which we denote 
by O. We extend the map IjJ by setting 1jJ(0) = O. Let V be the set of points in Coo 
that are mapped to vertices of the triangular grid under 1jJ. The triangu lar grid on 
Coo has vertices V and an edge between any two vertices at distance I apart. Now 
Ihe wedge We C Coo ;, defined by We := {OJ U {(z. e') E X: e' E 10. e) }. The 
triangu lar grid on We is just the intersection of the triangul ar grid on Coo with We. 
On Coo we may define the rotation Re by Re(O) = 0 and 
Re(z , e') = (e ie z, e + e'). 
This is clearly an isometry of Coo. The cone Ce is defined as the quotient Cool Re; 
that is, the set of equi valence classes of points in Coo. where two points are consid-
ered equi valent if one is mapped to the other by a power of Re. Now suppose that 
e = II If 13 where II E N+ . Then Re restricts to an isomorphism of the triangul ar 
grid on Coo. In thi s case we define the tri angul ar grid on Ce as the quotient of 
the grid on Coo under Re. In other words, the vertices are equivalence classes 
of verti ces in Coo and an edge appears between two equi valence classes if there 
is an edge connecting representatives of these classes. Note that C21t is just the 
euclidean plane with the triangular lauice. 
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We end th is section by describi ng the so-called full and half-plane exponents 
for k-ann events derived in l3 1]. 
For integer k ~ I, let Ak (r , R) be the event that there are k disjoint crossings 
of the annulus {z E R2 : r :::: Izl :::: R} with a speci fied color sequence (up to 
rotat ions), where we require that both colors appear in the color sequence. For 
k:: 2, and r :: 10k, it was proved in l31J that 
(3 .7) 
as R ~ 00 wh ile r is fi xed. (The result for a2(R) in (3.5) above is a special case 
of thi s.) Next, when A~ (r, R) is the event that there are k di sjoint paths in the 
upper half-plane from Izl:::: I' to Iz i :: R with any speci fied color sequence, then 
for k :: I, and I' :: 10k, it was proved in [31 J that 
(3.8) k -k(k ±l) () a:(r, R):~ P[A+(r, R)l ~(R/ r) 6 +0 I. 
as R ~ 00 while r is fixed. (The result for O'±(R) in (3.5) is a spec ial case of thi s.) 
Just as we said that the proofs of (3.5) actually yield (3.6), it is also the case that 
the proofs of (3.7) and (3.8) also yield versions when R l r ~ 00 while 1':: 10 k is 
not necessari ly fixed. 
4. Noise sensitivity for percolation 
4. 1. The simply connected case. To apply Theorem 1.8 to percolation, we 
will need to describe algorithms achiev ing small revealment. One result of that 
nature is 
THEOREM 4. 1. Let Q = Q R be the indicator fill/ctionfor the eve1lt that criti-
cal site percolarion on the standard triangular grid collfains a left to right crossing 
in some grid-approximating domain D to a large square of side length R. (For 
example, we could take D to be the union of the hexagons in the dual grid that are 
contained ill the square.) Then there is a randomized algorithm A determining Q 
stich that OA :::: R- 1/ 4±O( I) as R ~ 00. 
For critical bond percolation on the square grid, there is sitch all algorithm 
satisfying 0 :::: C R- a for some COll.5tants a, C > o. 
Remark. Theorem 4. 1 says that there is an algorithm fo r the relevant event 
whic h exposes on average at most R7j 4 ±O(J) bits. Since the probabili ty of points 
not too close to the boundary be ing pivotal is about R - s/4± o( l ) (this is the 4-ann 
event) and for a monotone funct ion f, j ({i}) is the probabi lity that Xi is pivotal, 
the case k = I in Theorem 1.8 implies that the revealment is at least R- 1/ 2±o(l). 
As po inted out in Peres, Schramm, Sheffield and Wilson [251 , this can also be 
obtained usi ng an inequali ty of O' Donnell and Servedio. 
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Figure 4.1. Following the interface from the comer. 
Theorems 1.8 and 4.1 immediately give 
COROLLARY 4.2. For every e > 0 there is a COl/stallt C = C(e) slich that 
L <2R(5)'" C k R- 1/ H , 
ISi= k 
holdsforeveryk = 1, 2 , ... andforevery R > O. o 
The basic idea of the proof of Theorem 4. 1 is rather simple. First we consider 
the interface started at the lower ri ght corner and stopped when it hits the upper 
or left edges. (See Figure 4.1.) This interface is sufficient to determine Q. If 
we traverse the interface, revealing just the bils necessary for its determination, 
then with high probabi lity most bits will not be examined. However, this does 
not yield an algorithm with small revealment because the hexagons near the lower 
right corner are very likely to be examined. To rect ify thi s problem, we instead 
start the interface at a different (random) location Po on the right side of D. This 
determines the existence of a crossing from the right side above Po to the left side. 
Then another interface started at po will determine if there is a crossing that starts 
below Po. 
LeI us now be a bit more precise regarding the notion of an interface. In the 
foll owing, we use an equivalent dual version of the si te percolati on model on the 
triangular grid . The dual graph is the hexagonal grid, and we color the hexagon 
white if the site contained in it is open and black if the site in it is closed. Of course, 
there is no essential difference between these two representations. The advantage 
of thi s dual framework is that the fi gures are clearer and the notion of the interface 
is sli ghtly more natural. 
Note that bond percolation on the sq uare grid also has a similar coloring rep-
resentation. One such scheme is to color the squares of side length 1/ 2 centered 
at the sites of 7J..2 white, color the squares of sidelength 1/ 2 that are concentric 
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Figure 4.2. A color scheme for bond percolation on 7L 2 . 
wi th the square faces of 7L 2 black. and color each square of sidelength 1/ 2 whose 
center is the midpoint of an edge of 1L2 white or black if that edge is open or 
closed, respectively. See Figure 4.2 . This scheme has the important property that 
the boundary between the union of the white clusters is a I-manifold ; that is, at 
every vertex of the grid (1 / 2) 7L 2 + (1/ 4, 1/ 4) there are two edges that are on the 
common boundary. 
We now assume that D is a bounded, simply connected , domain which is the 
interior of a union of hexagons in the hexagonal grid. Suppose that Po is a point 
on aD that is on the boundary of a single hexagon in D , and that S is a closed 
arc in aD \ {Po}. The interface in i5 from Po to s is a random path f3 contained 
in the I-skeleton of the hexagonal grid starting at Po and ending at a point in 
S, as indicated in Figure 4.3 . We can precisely define fJ as the unique oriented 
simple path from Po to s that is contained in the union of the boundaries of the 
hexagons contained in i5 and sati sfies ( I) fJ n s consists of the terminal point of 
fJ, (2) whenever fJ traverses an arc along the boundary of a black hexagon H C i5 , 
the arc is traversed counterclockwise around aH , and (3) whenever fJ traverses an 
arc along the boundary of a white hexagon H c D , the arc is traversed clockwise 
around aff. It is easy to verify that this uniquely defi nes {J , as foll ows. First, the 
initial arc of f3 is detennined by the color of the hexagon in i5 containing po. When 
fJ first meets a hexagon contained in i5 , its tum is clearl y specified. (If the hexagon 
is black, then fJ must make a Jr /3 turn to the right. and if the hexagon is whi te, 
then fJ must make a 1r /3 turn to the left. ) Now consider the situation in which fJ 
fi rst meets a hexagon that is not contained in i5. Let {J' be the arc of fJ from Po 
up to that point. Then f3 at that point makes the tum into the component of i5 \ fJ ' 
that contains S. as in the figure. 
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Figure 4.3. An interface started at Po and headed towards ~. 
Another way to describe thi s interface is that we color the counterclockwise 
arc of aD from po to ~ white and the clockwise arc from po to ~ black, and {J then 
is the common boundary component between white and black in D starting at Po-
We wi ll ca ll thi s type of interface a chordal inteiface, to differentiate it fro m the 
interface needed later when discuss ing the annulus crossing event. (The chordal 
interface was proved by Smirnov [29 J to converge to chordal SLE(6).) 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 . We mostly concentrate on the case of site percolation 
on the triangular grid. The details in the case of bond percolation on ~2 are essen-
ti all y the same. 
The a lgorithm proceeds as fo llows. (See Figure 4.4 .) There are four distin -
gu ished boundary arcs of D, which we call "left", " right". "up" and "down". Pick 
uni form ly at random an edge eo on the right-hand boundary of D , and let Po be its 
midpoint. Let ~ be the union of the top and left boundary segments of D. Explore 
the interface fJ from Po to ~, examining the bits assoc iated to sites in hexagons 
touching that interface. onl y as needed to continue with the determination of the 
interface. Note that the knowledge of fJ suffices to determine if there is an open 
c rossing from the right boundary of D above Po to the left boundary of D: there 
is such a crossing if and on ly if fJ terminates on the left boundary of D. 
Now let ~' be the union of the bottom and left boundaries of D , and let fJ' 
be the interface from po to ~' that corresponds to the configuration w' obtained by 
flipping all the colors of the hexagons in D (alternatively, fJ' is an interface that has 
black on the right and white on the left ). Then fJ' determines the existence of an 
open crossing from the right boundary below Po to the left bou ndary. Consequen tl y, 
after the algorithm examines fJ and fJ', the correct value of Q is determined. We 
now need to bound the revealment of this algorithm. 
LEMMA 4 .3. Let aw denote the counterclockwise arc of aD \ ~ from po to ~ 
(the white arc), and let aB denote the clockwise arc of aD \ ~ from Po to~. Let 
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Figure 4.4. The inte rfaces fJ and fJ'. 
H be a grid hexagon in D. Set rl := min{dist(H , aw),dist(H , aB)} and r2 := 
max{ di st( H , ow) , dist(H , aB)} . Theil 
p[aH np 7' 01 pol" a,(r!la+ (2rl + 0(1) , r, - rl - 0(1»). 
Proof Suppose that oH n fJ # 0. Then there is a path in black hexagons from 
oH to aB and there is a path in white hexagons from oH to aw . because the chains 
of hexagons a long the two sides of fJ provide such paths. Suppose, for example, 
that r l = dist( H , ow). Let w be a closest point to H in ow . Let M be a half-space 
that contains D, which satisfies dist(aM, w) ::: C where C = 0(1). (Here, we are 
using the fact that D approximates a convex domain.) Let Wi be a point c losest to 
H on aM. Thendist(w' , H ):::r l +C. Set RI =2rl +2C+2diam (H ) and 
R2 = r2 - rl - C -diam(H), and assume for now that R2 > R I . Consider next 
the annulus centered at Wi with inner radius RI and oute r radius R 2 . Now. M 
intersected with this annulus conta ins a black cross ing between the two boundary 
c ircles of this annulus (because there is a bl ack crossing from H to aB ), and there 
are black and white crossings between H and the circle of radius rl around the 
center of H. These events are independent given Po, which implies the lemma in 
the case rl = dist(H, ow). R2 > R I . If R2 ::: R I and rl = di st(H , ow). we onl y 
need to consider the cross ings between H and the c ircle of radius I"J around its 
center. The case r l = di st(H , aB) is treated similarly. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.1 , continued. Fix a hexagon H c 15. Note that the value 
of rl in the lemma does not depend on Po. si nce rl = di st(H , aD \ n. Let 20 
be the closest point to H on the right boundary of the square which D approx i-
mates. Observe that r2 2: 1 Po - 20 1- 0(1). This implies that for every r E [I , Rj , 
P[r /2 ::: r2 < ,.] ::: 0(1' / R ). Us ing the monotoni city of (1 +, Lemma 4.3 therefore 
gives 
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The same esti mate also applies to f3 f , by symmetry. Conseq uently, (3 .6) gives 
p [ H examined by algorithm] 
rlog2 Rl 
.:::: R o(l) max (r1 - 1/4 L 2 - j (2- j R / r l )-1/3 ) 
O:::rl $. R . 0 
J~ 
< R Q( I) max (r 1/ 12 R- 1/ 3) = R- 1/ 4+o( l ) 
- I , 
O;5rl $. R 
as R ---+ 00. This proves the theorem in the case of the tri angu lar grid . 
The proof for the square grid is essentially the same. Since in that case, we 
cannot use the values of the critical exponents, we just lise the bounds a+ (r, r') .::.: 
C (rj r'Yo and a2(rd ::; C r ~€O, which are valid for some constants C, eo > O. 
The theorem fo llows. D 
We now give the proof of Theorem 1.7. We wi ll not prove Theorem 1.6, but 
rather simpl y say thai it is proved in a similar way. 
Proojof Theorem 1.7. Fix y < 1/8. Let f be the indicator functi on few) = 
IA;,,(w). By (2. 1), we have 
0~S£[n",1 
where JIm is the number of sites in D. By Corollary 4.2, with e > 0 chosen so that 
2 Y + e < 1/4, thi s is at most 
"m 
C L ( I -2m- Y )2k km - I/ 4+e 
k = l 
00 00 
:::;Cm- 1/ 4+e L k( I -2m-Y)~~ :::;C m- 1/ 4+e L ke-4km - Y. 
It is easy to check that 
k = 1 k = l 
00 L k e-4km- Y :::: O(m2Y) , 
k=l 
and so the resu lt fo llows immediately. o 
4.2. Annulus case. For the proof of Theorem 1.3, we wi ll need the fo llowi ng 
variant of Theorem 4.1 regarding the percolation crossings of an annu lus. 
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THEORE M 4.4. Let 2.::: r < R. Let f/ be the indicator fi ll/ction for the event 
that there is a crossing of the annulus {z E 1R2 : r .::: z .::: R } fro m the inner circle 
to the ollter circle by a cluster of white hexagons. Then there is a randomized 
algorithm determinillg f/ with 
(4. 1 ) 
We stress that the , 0 (1 ) factor depends on , only and not on R. It is poss ible 
to replace the factor r ° (1 ) by 0 (1), but in o rder to do thi s it seems that one would 
fi rst need to appeal to the an alogue of (3 .1 ) for a2, which is proved in the appendix. 
In order to have a more direct proof of our main theorem, we prefer, at this point , 
not to re ly on the appendi x. By (3.4) and (3.5), the right-hand side in (4. 1) is equal 
to R -5/48 +0( 1) , -7/48, but its writing in (4. 1) is more suggestive and more useful. 
S ince IIf/ 1I 2 = aCT, R) , Theorems 1.8 and 4.4 g ive 
C OROLLARY 4.5. 
I: i R(S)2" k /,0 (1 ) a (r , R)2 a2(r) 
I S 1~k 
holds when I .::: , < R < 00 and k > O. o 
Before we prove Theorem 4.4 , we have to disc uss the kind of interface that is 
used in the algorithm, as it is slightly different from the interface used to detennine 
a possible c rossing of a square. 
Fix R > 0 large . Let D = DR be the union of the hexagons of the hexagonal 
g rid that intersects the disk Izl.::: R. Let V* = v; denote the set of vertices of 
the hexagonal grid that are in 15. Let Po be some point in aD \ V * . Let Ho 
denote the hexagon containing the ori gin, and let qo be so me point in aHo \ V*. 
We define the radial imeiface fJ = fi( R , Po , qo ,w), inductively as a simple path 
from Po to qo. (See Figure 4.5.) The construction is segment by segment, and 
the concatenation of the first In segments will be denoted fim. If the (unique) 
hexagon in D contain ing Po is white (respectively, black). then the first segment 
fi I of fJ traverses the boundary of that hexagon (counter-) clockwise, until the first 
encounter with a point in V*. Suppose inducti vely fJm has been constructed, that it 
is a simple path, that pm E V * and Po are the two endpoints of fJm, and that the re 
is a path a in the hexagonal grid in i5 from Pm to qo whose only intersecti on with 
fim is Pm. The first step of such a path a is along an edge e starting at Pm . If there 
is just one possible e among all such a, then fim+ I also uses that edge e. Clearl y, 
there are at most two possible e, since the edge termin ating at Pm and used by 
fim cannot be used. If there are two possible e, then fJm + I chooses between them 
according to the color of the hexagon conta ining them both ; i.e., the hexagon just 
encounte red by fJm. If that hexagon is white (respectively, bl ack), then the edge 
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-
fJ\fJ T 
Figure 4.5. The radial interface {3. 
chosen is the one that traverses H (counler-) clockwise. If the edge chosen contains 
qQ, then the pat h SlOpS at qo and the construct ion te nninales . Otherwise, f3m+l is 
defined as the union of Pm and the chosen continuation edge. This completes the 
definition of 13. 
ft is not hard to verify thai for every simple path {3 in the hexagonal grid from 
Po to qo that stays in i5 . the probability that f3 = g is prec isely 2-11 if II is the 
number of hexagons in i5 that intersect p. However, we will not use thi s fact. 
Let r E [0, R]. We now define a truncated version of {J, wh ich will suffice, 
as we will see, to determine 1/. We say that f3 completed a (counler-) clockwise 
loop at some dual vertex v E V· if v is visited by fJ and there is a hexagon H 
containing v and another poi nt U E aH , whi ch was visited by f3 prior to v. The 
oriented arc of f3 from II to v together with the line segment [v . II] C H form a 
(counter-) clockwise loop surrounding O. Let f3 T denote the initial segment of f3 
up to the first time in which f3 completed a counterclockwise loop around 0 or until 
it hits qo, if there is no such loop. 
L EMMA 4.6 . The truncated radial inteiface f3T meets the disk Izl .::s r if and 
ollly if f/ = I. 
Proof Let [II , v] be an edge in f3T, with 11 occurring before v along f3 . We 
claim that if the hexagon H immediatel y to the right of [II , v] is contained in D, 
then it is white. lndeed, suppose the contrary. Let w be the first vertex along fJ in 
which aH is vi sited, and let f3w be the initial segment of f3 from Po to w. Observe 
that the counterclockwise arc from w to v is a feasible cominuation of f3 w, since f3 
contains a path from v to qo and there is no other paim but w in aH n f3 w . Since 
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we are assuming that H C D is black, it follows that the immediate continuat ion 
of f3w was along aH in the counterclockwise directi on until some Wi E V· is hit. 
Consider the directed cycle obtained by joining the line segment [ll. Wi] 10 the 
arc of f3 from Wi to u. This directed cycle surrounds v, because w is connected in 
f3w to po , which is certainly in the unbounded component of this cyc le, and the 
line segment (v. w] intersects the cycle precisely once, crossing the line segment 
(11, Wi] inside H . Moreover, if we consider the orientation in which these two line 
segments cross, we conclude that the cycle surrounds v counterclockwise. Because 
the arc of f3 from v to qo does not intersect the cycle, we conclude that the cycle 
also surrounds 0 counterclockwise. This contradicts the definition of the truncated 
path f3T, since we are assuming v E f3T. This veri fies our claim, that to the ri ght 
of edges in f3T there are onl y white hexagons and hexagons that are not contained 
in D. 
Note that if e and e' are two consecutive segments along f3, then the hexagon 
to the right of e is either the same as the one to the right of e', or these hexagons 
are adjacent. We therefore conclude that every white hexagon visited by f3T is 
connected by a chain of white hexagons to aD. Therefore, if f3T hits the set Izl ~ r, 
then clearly f/ = I. 
Now suppose that f3T does not hit Izi ~ r. This implies that f3T has terminated 
by complet ing a counterclockwise loop around the set Izi ~ r. Consider a hexagon 
H on the inner boundary of this loop. Because the orientation of the loop is coun-
terclockwise, the fi rst time in which H is visited, the path chosen to traverse aH is 
counterclockwise. This implies that the hexagon is black. Thus, there is a loop of 
black hexagons in 15 that surrounds the set Izi ~ r . This implies that f/ = O. 0 
We can now specify the algorithm promised by Theorem 4.4. The algorithm 
starts by selecting the point Po uniformly along aD, and selecting qo arbitraril y 
in aHo \ V*. It then proceeds to inspect the colors of the hexagons necessary to 
develop the truncated interface f3T, until it terminates or hits the set Izi ~ r . At 
that point, the correct value of f/ is determined by Lemma 4.6. 
In order to bound the revealment of this algorithm, it will be convenient to 
introduce! different interface, which in the end wil~ tum out to be equi vale~nt to f!.: 
Let D denote the branc hed double cover of D about 0, and let ¢ : D --+ D 
denote the projection map. Concretely, define fj as the preimage of i5 under the 
map ¢(z ) = Z2 . Let po be one of the preimages of po under ¢, and let qo be one of 
the preimages of qo. Let fio be the closure of one of the connected components of 
¢ - I ( Ho) \ [qo , -qo]. Let S) denote the set of hexagons H that are contained in i5. 
Let fj denote the set of connected components of preimages ¢ - l (H) , H E S), 
except that the single preimage of Ho is replaced by the two sets fio and - fio. 
Note that ;f H E i), then - H E i) and ¢(H) = ¢(-H) E n. Let i)' c i) be a 
maximal collection of elements of fJ with the property that fJl n {- fi : ii E fJl} = 0. 
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Now color at random each of the elements of .f)' white or black independentl y, with 
probability 1/2. For every ii E Sjl, let - 1-/ have the opposite color to the co lor 
of ii. 
Now let P denote the chordal interface in jj from Po to - Po, with white cells 
on the right and black ce lls on the left, as defined in the simply connected setting 
in Sect ion 4.1 . That is, we cons ider the exterior of the counterclockwise arc from 
Po to - Po along aD as white, the exterior of the complementary arc as black, and 
take g as the interface between white and black passing through Po and through 
-Po. Finally, leI pI := ¢(P) \ inlerio r(Ho). 
LEMMA 4.7. Given Po and qQ. the laws of fi t and of f3 are the same. 
(In this statement, we consider /3 as a set, and forget about the fact that it has 
the structure of an oriented path.) 
Proof The map Z H- -z preserves g, by the symmetry o f the inte rface. Con-
sequently, near every point p E f3t \ {Po , qo}. f3 t looks like a piecewise linear 
path. Moreover, f3 t is connected and contai ns Po. S ince a compact s imple path 
has two endpoints, we conclude that qo E f3t as wel l. We now consider building 
f3 t by addi ng one segment at a time. When it hits a previously unvisited hexagon 
H which is contained in D, it is equally likely (given its past) to turn right o r 
left. (Thi s is because both preimages of H are unvisited by both preimages of 
the past of f3 t .) Whe n it hits a previously vi s ited hexagon (or a hexagon that is 
not contained in D), it turns in such a way that it will eventually be able to reach 
qo without crossing itself, and thi s uniquely specifies this tum. Consequently, the 
lemma follows. 0 
Remark 4.8. The radial interface converges to radial SLE(6) as the mesh tends 
to zero. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Given all of our preparati ons, the proof is rather easy. 
We have shown that the above algorithm provides the correct answer. It therefore 
remains to estimate its revealment. Consider some hexagon H C D. We want to 
prove that the right-hand side of (4.1) is an upper bound for the probability that 
H is examined. Let a := di st(O, H) , b:= di st(H, aD) and c := di st(po . H ). Let 
51 be the disk of rad ius (a A b)j2 concentric w ith H. and let S I be one of the 
two con nected components of ¢ - 1(5d. We have to bound the probability that 
the algorithm inspects H. C learly, we may assume a ~ r - 0(1 ) . For H to be 
inspected, f3T has to get to the circle Izl = R A (2 a). This probability is a(2 a. R). 
Given that this has happened, how can we estimate the probability that f3 is adjacent 
to H ? At thi s point, we use the equ ivalence of f3 and f3 t . The informati on that f3t 
reached the c ircle Izl = R " (2 a) has no impact on the distribution of the colors 
of the cell s in .fj whose images under ¢ intersect 5 I. (He re, we assume that a is 
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not too small , so that the corresponding sets of cells are disjoint. Certainly a > 10 
suffices. If a is smaller, then the esti mate we are now striving for is trivial.) Since 
the re is no hexagon intersecting both 5\ and -5\, it fo llows that the conditional 
di stribution of the colors of the cell s meet ing S 1 is uniform i.i.d. Consequentl y, 
the condi tional probability that fit hits H is bounded by a2((a I\b)/2). Thus, 
p[ H visited] :5 O( I) a(2 a, R) a,«a "b )/2) . 
In the case b ~ a ~ 2 r, we may use independence on disjoint sets to conclude that 
p[ H visited] 
:5 0( I)a,(r)a,(2r,a/2)a(2a , R) :5 0( I)a,(r)a(2r,a/2)a(2a , R) 
(3.2) 
:5 0(1) a,(r) a(r, 2 r) a(2 r, a 12) ala 12, 2 a) a(2 a , R) 
(3.1 ) 
:5 0(1) a,(r) a(r. R). 
On the other hand, if b ~ a and a :s: 2 r, then we use our assumption a ~ r - 0(1) 
and (3 .5) to get a2(a /2) :s: ,. - 1/4+0(1) :s: a2(r) r°(1), which is also sufficient. 
In the case b < a, a similar argument (and similar to the proof of Lemma 4.3) 
shows that 
p[ H visited IC] :5 0(1) a,(bI2)a+ (2b + 0(1) , c - b - 0(1)). 
Next, picki ng a constant q E ( 1/ 4 , 1/3), we then have by the above and (3 .6) 
P[ H visited I c]:5 0( I)a,(bI2)(clb) - q 
As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we have P[2 j:::: c < 2j + I ]:::: 0(1)2j / R. Jt easi ly 
fo llows that 
p[ H visited] :5 0(1) a,(bI2) ( Rlb) - q 
If b /2 > r, then we may estimate 
a,(b 12) :5 a,(r) a,(2 r, b 12) :5 a,(r) a(2 r, b 12) 
and 
(3.6) ( Rlb)- q :5 0( I)a(bI2. R) 
and we get from (3. 1) and the above 
p[ H visited] :5 0(1) a,(r) a(r, R). 
If b/2:s: r, we use instead 
(3.6) 
a,(bI2)(Rlb) - q:5 0(I)a,(bI2)a,(bI 2 , r)a(r, R) :5 r°(t)a,(r)a(r, R) . 
This completes the proof. o 
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Remark 4.9. It is easy to see that if we assume the analogue of (3 . I ) for (12 
proved in the append ix, then the r°(l) tenn in (4. 1) can be replaced by O( I). 
5. Exceptional times 
in this sect ion we prove Theorem 1.3. We point out that the absolute key 
necessary step is to get a good bound on the correlation for an event occurring 
at two different but close-by times. Once this is done, the rest is fairly standard . 
Proposition A 16 in Lawler l22J indicates this general type of argument. 
Proof a/ Theorem 1.3. By Kolmogorov's 0- 1 law, it suffi ces to prove that with 
posit ive probability there are times in [0, I ] when the origin is in an infinite cluster. 
Fix R > 2 large and let Vt ,R be the event that at time I there is an open path from 
the ori gin to distance R away. We then let 
X = X R := fo I I V,.R dt 
be the Lebesgue measure of the set of times in [0 , I] at which V"R occurs. The 
firs t moment of X is given by 
E[X] = 10' P[V"R] ill = P[VO,R] = a(R) . 
The second moment is 
(5 .1) E[ X'] = E[f 10' I V,. R I V". R ds ds'] = 10' ].' P[V"R n V" ,R] ds ils' . 
For each site v we let 
1
- 1 X~:= I v is open at time s 
otherwi se, 
and for a fi nite set of sites S set 
Xs .= n X' s· v· 
"eS 
Fix s, s' E [0. I], and set t := Is - s'l. Recall that the state of a site v fl ips between 
closed and open with rate 1/ 2. Equivalentl y, we may think of the state as being 
re-random ized with rate I. Consequentl y, p[ X~' = X~ I ws ] = e- t + ( I - e-
'
)/2 = 
(I + e- t )/2, and hence. 
E[X; Xn = exp(-I), E[X~ Xn = n E[X; X:' ] = exp(-IISI) . 
"eS 
Moreover, if S ::j:. S', then E[Xs X~, ] = O. Consequentl y, if f is a function de-
pending on the states of finitely many lattice poi nts and has the expansion f(w) = 
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LS ](S) Xs(w), then 
(5,2) 1l[J(w,) I(w,,) ] = L ](S)' exp(-r lSI) . 
s 
Let 1/ (w) be as in Theorem 4.4 . Fix some 1 E (0.1] and let r E [2 , R). 
Clearly, 0 ::: 1l (w) ::: 10 (w) 12~ (w) for every w. Consequentl y, 
P[V" R n V", R] = Il[JOR (w,) lOR (w,,)] " 1l[J0' (w,) I,~ (w, ) fo' (w" )f,~(w,,)] 
= 1l[J0' (w,) 10' (w,,) ]1l[J,~ (w,) I,~(w,,)] " 1l[J0' (w,) ]1l[J,~ (w,) I,~ (w,,)]. 
(To obtain the second equality, we have used the independence on disjoint sets of 
sites.) Thus, 
P[V" R n V" ,R] " a (r) 1l[J,~ (w,) I,~(w,, ) ] = a(r) L e-' I S I ],~ (S)'­
S 
The latter sum restricted to 5 with 151 = k for fixed k =j:. ° is estimated using 
Corollary 4.5 , while for k = 0, we use j2~(0) = a(2/", R). This yields 
00 
P[V" R n V" ,R] "a(r) (a(2 r, R)' + r,( I ) L e- k, k a(2 r , R)' a , (r)). 
k = ! 
It is easy to check that Lk=l k e- k l :s: 0(t - 2). This and the inequaliti es (3.1) 
and (3.2) allow us 10 wri le thi s estimate as 
(5.3 ) P[ V"R n V",R] " O( I ) a(R)' a(,r
' 
(I + r ,(I ) r-' a,(r)) . 
We proved the above claim for all r E (0, 1] and r E [0 . R) but now we observe 
Ihal (5.3) is also Iri vially true when r ~ R as well. We now choose,. = 2,-8 = 
2 1s - s'I- 8. Applyi ng Ihis in (5.3) with (3.3) and (3.5) gives 
(5.4 ) P[V" R n V" ,R] " 0(1) a( R)'ls _ s'I - 5/ 6+,(1) 
Hence, 
(5 .5) J.' J.' P[ V"R n V" ,R] ds ds' " 0(1) a(R)'-
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality lells us that 
Il[ X]' 
p[x > 0] ::: Il[X' ] ' 
Consequentl y, the above inequality, the fact that E[ X] = a(R), the expression (5.1) 
for Il[ X'] and (5.5) show that infR>O p[ X R > 0] > O. Let TR := {r E 10, 11 : 
V" R holds}. Fatou's lemma tell s us that with positive probability TR =j:. 0 for 
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infinitely many R E N. Since TR :> TR' when R' > R , this impli es that 
p[n R>O {TR ¥ 0 }] > O. 
Our goal is to show that p[n R T R ::j:. 0] > O. Since the T R'S are not closed sets, 
n R>O {TR '# 0 } does not immediately imply nR TR '# 0 . (The reason that TR 
is not necessarily closed is that the set of times at which an edge is open is nol 
a closed set since we have a right continuous process.) This technicality is taken 
care of by the fo llowing lemma from f 131 . 
L EMMA 5.1 (f 131). Let 0 < p < I and let G be any graph where 1tp «(5) = O. 
Let {WI} represent ollr dynamical percolation process in that Wr (v) is the state of 
vertex v at time 1. Consider the process {wr} obtained from {WI} by seltillg,jor 
every vertex v. the set {t : W, (u) = I } to be the closure of the set {t : WI (v) = I}. 
Theil \1# p-a.s.,for every vertex V 
{t E [0, 00) : v percolates in WI} = {t E [0 , 00) : v percolates in WI}' 
III particular, 0 .5 . this set of times is closed. 
Returning to our proof, let TR be the closure of TR. It is easil y checked that 
n TR ={tE[O, I] : ° percolates in wl}, 
R>O 
where {WI} is defined as in Lemma 5. 1. By compactness, if the TR'S are all 
nonempty, it fo llows that nR TR is nonempty. This implies that there is some 
time at which WI percolates and hence by Lemma 5. 1, some time at whi ch the 
original process WI percolates. 0 
For future reference. we note that Lemma 5. 1 implies that a.s. 
(5.6) n TR = n TR. 
R >O R>O 
6. Hausdorff dimension of exceptional times 
In thi s section, we prove Theorem 1.9. This is separated into two theorems, 
Theorem 6. 1 and Theorem 6.3, where lower and upper bounds are given. We 
point out however that the lower bound is simply a refinement of the argument for 
proving that there ex ist exceptional times. First note the fact that the Hausdorff 
dimension is an almost sure constant follows immediately from ergodici ty. 
TH EOREM 6.1. As stich, the Hau.5dorjJ dimension of the set of exceptional 
times is at least 1/ 6. 
Proof. Fix y < 1/6. It suffices by ergodicity and countable additi vity to show 
that with pos iti ve probability, the set of exceptional times in 10. I] at which the 
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origin percolates has Hausdorff dimension at least y. For each integer R, let, as 
before, V( ,R be the event that at time l there is a path from the origin to distance 
R away and define a random measure OR on [0 , 1] by 
aR(S) = a/R) is I VLRdt 
for each Borel set 5 C [0, I]. 
The results in the previous section immediately give that E[lloRII] = I and 
E[lIoRII 2] ::: 0(1) where IIORII denotes the total variation of the measure oR. 
Cauchy·Schwarz gives 
E[lIaRII, ] ' /2 P[ lIaRIl > I /Z]"'::: E[ lIaRIIl ]]GR ]]> ' / '] ::: E[ lIaRIl I - I /Z = I /Z. 
Consequently, P[IIORII > 1/2] ~ C 1 for some constant C 1 > 0. Given a measure 
m on [0, I] and y >0, let 
'liy (m) = f f it -sl-Y dm(t) dm(s) . 
Note that 
E['Ii (aR)] = E[ [' [' daR(t)daR(s)] = [ ' r' P[V"R n V"R] dt ds. 
Y 1010 It -slY 10 10 a(R)'lt -slY 
Therefore, by (5.4) and y < 1/6, 
C, := sup E['liy (a R)] < 00 . 
R 
By Markov's inequality, fo r all R and for all T, 
P['liy (aR)::: C,T ] ~ I/T. 
Choose T so that I/T < CI/ 2. Letting 
UR = { liaRIl > I /Z} n {'liy (aR) ~ C,T} , 
by the choice of T, we have that 
By Fatou's lemma, 
P[I;m sup UR] ::: C,/Z . 
R~oo 
We now show that on the event lim sup R U R, the Hausdorff di mension of the set 
of percolating times in [0. I] is al least y . Let T R again be the closure of the set of 
times in [0, 1] at which there is a path from the ori gin to di stance R away. Clearl y 
OR is supported on TR. By (5.6), it suffices to prove that nR> O TR has Hausdorff 
dimension alleast y on the event lim suPR UR. This is achieved in the fo llowing 
(deterministic) lemma, which completes the proof. 0 
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L EMMA 6.2. Let DI :2 D2 ;2 D3 .. . be a decreasing sequence of compaCI 
subsets of [0, 1 J, alld let j.q , fJ.2, ... be a sequence of positive measures lVith J-Ln 
supported 011 Dn . SI/ppose that there is a constallt C sitch that fo r infin itely man)' 
vailies of fl, 
(6. 1 ) 
Then/he Hausdorff dimension ainn Dn is at feas t y. 
Proof Choose a sequence of integers {Ilk} for which (6.1) holds. Note that 
IItJnk f ::: <8y (J1.nk)!: C. By compactness. choose a further subsequence {II~} of 
{Ilk} so that tLnk converges weakl y 10 some positive measure JLo.::i' C learly J.Loo is 
supported on nn Dn and III-Looll ~ 1/ C. For all M , we have that 
I I Ix - yl -Y A M dJ.l.oo(x) dJ.l.oo(Y) 
= lim II Ix - yl - Y A M dJ.l.,' (x) dJ.l.,' (y)" c. k_oo k k 
Now let M -» 00 and apply the monotone convergence theorem to conclude that 
I I Ix - yl -Y dJ.l.oo(X) dJ.l. oo(Y) "c. 
Since IIttoo II > 0, it now follows from Frostman's theorem (see fo r example. ll7 J) 
that the Hausdorff dimension of nn Dn is at least y. 0 
T HEOREM 6.3 . As sllch, the Hausdorff dimension of the set of exceptional 
times is at most 3 1/36. 
Proof Let Vn be the event that there is a time in [0. 1/ 11] fo r which the o rigin 
percolates. Since the set of vertices which are open for some t E [0, 1/11] is an LLd. 
process with density 1/ 2 + (1 _e- I / (2n ») / 2 :S: 1/ 2 + 1/ 11 . it is immediate that 
p[U,l " "l+;\('I6o). 
where (60 is the event that the origi n percolates. By page 3 of [311 , for every £; > 0, 




Nn = LIUj.,,' 
j= 1 
where Uj,11 is the event that there is a time in [(j - 1) / 11. j/II] for which the origin 
percolates (so that VI,n = Vn above). By the above, we have that E[ Nn] :s: ell * +e. 
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It fo llows that 
E[N,] 
lim = 0 
n 1/ *+2£ 
and so from Fatou's lemma, we gel 
E [lim in f ;n 1 = O. 
n 1/ . + 2£ 
Therefore 
N 
lim inf 11 n = 0 
n 11 36+2e 
a.s. This says that a.s. for infinitely many 11, the set of exceptional times in [0, I] 
at which the orig in percolates can be covered by 1/ 1i+2e intervals of length 1/1/. 
Hence, the Hausdorff dimension of the set of these exceptional times is at most 
~! + 28 a.s. By countable additi vity, we are done. 0 
Remark 6.4. The upper bound wi ll be proved again by a different argumen t 
when we prove Theorem 1.16. The above proof is included here, because it is 
shoner. One should nonetheless point out that the above argument uses (6.2), while 
the argument below is more self-contained. 
7. Exceptional times for k-arm events 
In thi s section, we give the proofs of the lower bounds in Theorems 1. 15 and 
1. 16. but generall y omit those detail s which are the same as in the corresponding 
proofs of Theorems 1.3 and 6. 1. 
For e > 0 and integer k ~ I, let A~e (r, R) be the event that we have k disjoint 
crossings of alternating colors (with black most clockwise) between distances rand 
R of the ori gin in We and let afvtO (r, R) = p[ AfvtO (r , R)]. if ,. is suppressed, then 
it is taken to be 10k. 
We will , of course, need the asymptotics of a~e (r. R). For this purpose, 
conformal invariance will be used. Although when e > 2rr the surface We is not 
planar and conformal invariance is usually stated for planar domains. the proof 
of conformal invari ance cenainly holds in this setting. The asymptotic decay as 
R /r -;. 00 of the probability of k di sjoint crossings between di stances rand R 
in We from the ori gin in the percolation sca ling limit is detennined by confonnal 
invariance. SpeCifically, the map Z 1---+ z7r /e maps We to the upper half-plane, and 
we may conclude from (3.8) that the decay (for the percolation scaling limit) is of 
1fk~k ± 1) ( ) the form (R / r ) & +0 1 • as R / r -;. 00 while k stays fi xed . Then, one can 
conclude, as for the other exponents we have di scussed, that for R ~ r ~ 10k, 
(7. 1 ) 
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as RI r --+ 00 w hile k is fi xed. by the argument in [3 1 J. We will also use the fact 
that the quasi-multiplicativity relarions (3. 1) and (3.2) hold fo r a~o and for U2. 
This is proved in the appendix; see Remark A.6. 
Proof of the lower bOl/lld i ll Theorem 1. 15. We first handle the case k = I and 
the refore abbreviate temporarily u :V/r , R ) by a Wa(r, R). (A different approac h 
will be needed for k ~ 2.) Let D be the union of the hexagons in We that contain 
points whose distance from the orig in is in [r, R]. Let a R D and ar D denote the set 
of po ints in aD that are at d istance::: R (respectively. ::: r) from the o ri gin. Also, 
we denote by aO D and aB D, the components of aD n awo that are at angle about 
o (respecti vely, about 8) in radi al coordinates on We. 
The algorithm we use to determine if there ex ists a crossin g of D is essenti ally 
the same as the algorithm determining the ex istence of a left to ri ght crossing of a 
square, where U RD plays the ro le of the right side of the square and where ur D 
plays the role of the left side of the square. (Thi s is of course crucial; if we reversed 
things, then the hexagons near the inner c ircle would be revealed with too high a 
probability.) It is clear that this algorithm works and so we now need to compute 
its revealme nt. We will show that the revealment is 
(7.2) 0 (1) a,(r) aw, (r, R). 
Using (7. 1) and (3.6), one can show that thi s is essentiall y (i .e., up to some 0 ( 1) 
factor) monotone decreasing in r in the relevant range () > 8 Jr f3. 
We just look at the fi rst interface ari sing in the a lgorithm, the one which ter-
minates whe n it hits ar D u ae D, since the estimates fo r the second interface will 
be essentially the same. 
Fix some hexagon H C D . Let 5 = dist(H , uRD uao D U{O}) with o denoting 
the orig in . We also use Ipi to de note distance from 0 in We. We di stin guish several 
di fferent cases. 
Case I : dist(H , {O}) = s. For H to be visited , we need our 2-arms event 
holding withi n d istance 5 f2 of H and a c rossing of the desired color between d is-
tance 25 and di stance R from the origin . These are independent and we get that H 
is visited with probability at most a2(sf2)awo(2s , R). By the analogues of (3. 1) 
and (3.2) for a2 and awo' this is compatible with our claimed revealment (7.2). 
Ca.5e 2: dist(H , U R D)=s. As in the proof of Theorem 4.4 with c:=dist(po , H ) 
1\ ( R f2), we obtain 
p[ H visited I pol" 0 ( 1) a + (2s + 0 ( 1) , c - s - 0 (1)) a,(s/2). 
Proceeding as in that proof, we see that thi s is also compatible with our claimed 
revealment (7.2) . 
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Case 3: dist(H ,aOD) = s. Let w eao D so th at dist(H, w) =S. We separate 
Case 3 into three subcases. 
Case 3(a): s ::: Iw1/2. Then the triangle inequality gives di st(H , O) ~ 3s. 
For H to be visited, we need our 2-arms event holding within di stance sl 2 of 
H and a path of the desired type between distance 4s and distance R from the 
origin. These are independent and we get that H is visited with probability at 
most a2(sI2) awo (3s , R) , which is compatible with our claimed revealment (7.2). 
Case 3(b): s ~ Iwl/2 ~ R14. For H to be visited, we need our 2-arms event 
holdi ng within di stance s 12 of H , a white crossing in the half-annulus centered at 
w with outer radius Iwl and inner radius 2s (which is identical to a half-annulus in 
a half-plane; Iwl ~ R I 2 guarantees that the above half-annulus does not intersect 
JRD) and a white crossing between di stance 21wl and di stance R from the origin. 
These are independent and we get that H is visited with probability at most 
a,(s/2) a+(2s.lwl) aw, (2Iwl . R). 
Since up to an 0(1) factor, a2(s) a+ (s , Iwl) is increasing in s, the product of the 
first two terms is at most 0 ( I)a2(lwl) and since Iwl::: 2s::: r, the whole product 
is at most 
O(I)a,(r)aw, (r. R). 
Case 3(c): Iwl ::: R 12; s ~ Iw1/2. For H to be visited, we need our 2-arms 
event holding within distance s/2 of H and if 2s < d(po , w) it is also necessary that 
a white cross ing occurs between distances 205 and d(po , w) /\ Iwl from w. (Note 
that the latter event takes place in the upper half-plane.) These are independen t 
and since Iwl::: RI2 we get 
P[H visited I pol :o O( I)a+(2s. d(po .w)/\(R/2))a,(s/2). 
As in Case 2, thi s is compatible with (7.2). 
This covers all possible cases, and hence establishes that the revealment is as 
claimed. 
We now proceed to di scuss the algorithm and the revealment when k > I. It 
turns out simplest in fact to modify the event A1v
o 
(r, R) as follows. Partition the 
outer boundary JRD into k arcs of roughly equal di ameter YI , Y2 ... .. Yk (ordered 
counterclockwise) and let A1v
o 
(r, R) be the event that for every odd (respecti vely, 
even) i E {I , 2, . .. , k} there is a black (respectively, white) crossing in D from Jr D 
to Yi . Thus. instead of look ing at the set of times for which At,/:I (ro , R) occurs 
(where ro = 10 k. say), we will look at the set of times at which A1v
o
(ro , R) occurs. 
Clearly, A1v
o 
(r, R) C At,o (r, R), and therefore this is justified. We wi ll also use 
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the relation 
(7.3) 
fo r some constant Cf, depending only on k and 8, which holds by Remark A.7. 
If Y ea R D is an arc, let A Hr, R) (respectively, Ayl (r , R) be (he event that 
there is a white (respectively, black) crossing from Y to arD in D. Suppose that 
for each i = 1, 2, ... ,k, we have a partiti on Yi = Yj,+ U Yi,- of Yi into two arcs 
Y; ,+ and Y;,_ , Since A ~. I(r, R) = A~/+ (r, R) U At/- (r , R) , we have 
k . 
(7.4) -k U n ( 1)' A w, (" R) = Ay~.,; (', R) . 
ye{_,+ }k i = ! 
The algorithm starts out by picking points Xi E Vi. randomly, uniformly and 
independently. Then Y;,+ and Yi ,_ are chosen as the two components of Yi \ {Xi }. 
For each of the 2k possible Y E {- , + }k , the algorithm then proceeds to detennine 
if the corresponding component 
k . 
A(y):= n AH )' (" R) 
Y")'i 
i= ] 
of (7.4) has occurred. For that purpose, interfaces are started at each of the points 
Xi, and are followed until the event has been determined one way or the other. (Of 
course, the in terface wi ll have e ither white on the left and black on the right or 
vice versa, depending on the color of crossing it is meant to detect and whether the 
correspond ing arc Yi ,± is to the left or right of Xi.) However, the order in which 
the inte rfaces are extended is somewhat important. A simple rule that works is 
that among the hexagons necessary to extend the k interfaces one more step, the 
algori thm chooses the one that is farthest away from O. The event A(y) is decided 
positively only if all k interfaces reach arD. 
The revealment of this a lgorithm is at most k 2k t imes the maximum prob-
abi lity that the inte rface, started at Xi, visits a hexagon H before the determi -
nation of the corresponding A(y) is tenn inated. Here, the max imum is over all 
hexagons H C D and all i E {I , 2, ... ,k}. The correspondi ng bound is attained 
as in the case k = 1. but now a tvo is replaced bya fvo' Our rule of thumb for 
selecting which interface to extend guarantees that we never examine a hexagon 
H un less A1v
o
(di st(O, H ) + 0(1) , R) occurred. As in the case k = I, when es-
timat ing the revealment it is important that a2(r, R) .::: O(l)afvo(r, R). In the 
range () > 4Jr k (k + 1) /3, which is the relevant range for the lower bound in 
Theorem 1.15. this follows frolll (7.1) . 
The remainder of the proof goes through as before. D 
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Proof of 10IVer bOllnd in Theorem 1.16. Here we simply say that the proof 
for the lower bounds in Theorem 1.15 can be carried out in a similar way. In fact, 
for k ::: 2, the proof is simpler topologicall y than the k = 1 case for the plane, 
since we do not need to worry about interfaces making complete circuits around 
the origin (if thi s ever happens, the event in question cannot occur and we stop the 
algorithm). 0 
8. Upper bounds for k-arm times 
The following result, which will be useful for the proofs of the upper bounds 
in Theorems 1.15 and 1. 16, is abstract: the graph stmcture does not play any role. 
Let A be an event involving independent Bernoulli (1/ 2, 1/ 2) random variables 
Xl , X2, . .. , Xm. Recall that the influence of the index i on A, denoted l i(A), is 
the probability that Xi is pi votal; namely, that changing the value of Xi changes 
whether A occurs or not. The sum of the influences is denoted by I (A) = Li Ii (A). 
TH EO REM 8.1. Let {Adn :! 1 be some .~equellce of events in {O.l}v , each 
depending on olily fin itely mally coordinates. Assume that limn --+oo P[AII ] = O. Let 
{wr } be the Markov process 0 11 {O, I} v where indepelldently O's go to I at rate 1/2, 
I 's go to ° at rate 1/ 2 and started according to its stationary distribution Jr , . Let T 
be the set of exceptiollal times 1 at which Wr E nll~ 1 An. If lim infll -40oo I(AII) < 00, 
then T = 0 a.s. Othen vise, the Hausdorff dimellsioll of T is a.s. at most 
(8. 1 ) . . ( IOg P[Ad) - ' 11m mf 1- () . 11-4000 log I All 
Proof Let Til := {t E [0, I]: WI E Ad, let aTII be the boundary points of Tn 
in (0, I) and set Nn:= laTn l. We claim that 
(8.2) E[ Nn] = I (A n) / 2. 
To see thi s, write Nil = Lv N;( where N;( counts the number of element s in aTII 
at which time the vertex v flipped . We now need to show that, for each vertex v, 
E[N;(1 is Iv(An)/ 2. Gi ven a time interval [t, r + d t ], the probability that there is a 
time point in the interval which contributes to N:: is equal to Iv(An) dt / 2+0(dt) 
and the probability of k ::: 2 such time points is clearly O (dtk). From thi s, (8.2) 
easily follows. 
For any e > 0, let T,f be the e-neighborhood of Tn intersected with [0, 1]. 
Since T: ~ Til U Uxear" [x - e. x + ej, 
(8.3) 
where f.L denotes Lebesgue measure. For any set U and e > 0, let X (U, e) denote 
the number of e intervals needed to cover U. From the above, using the fact that 
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the intervals comprising r; all have length at least E, it follows that .N(T; , e) :::: 
2 M(T;) £- 1, and so, llsing (8 .3), 
.K(Tn. e) :::: .K(T: , e) :::: 2J-L(T,,} £ - 1 + 4 Nfl . 
Therefore, by Fubini 's theorem and (8.2), 
(8.4) E[X (T" £)] ,, 2 P[A,] £- 1 + 2/(A,). 
We temporaril y assume that lim infn_ oo leAn} = 00. Let an = p[ An] / I(An) , 
which goes to 0 as 1/ -+ 00. By (8.4). we have 
(8.5) E[X (T,G,)] " E[X (T"G,)] " 4/(A, ). 
By pass ing to a subsequence if necessary. we assume with no loss of generality that 
the lim io f in (8. 1) is a limit. Let L denote the value of that limit. It is elementary 
to check that for every e > 0, for all sufficiently large", 
( 
I(A »)LH I(A ) < -'-
, - P[A,] 
This together with (8.5) implies that the Hausdorff dimension of T is at most L + E 
a.s. As e is arbitrary, this completes the proof in the case I (An) -+ 00. 
Since TIJ f 0 implies that NIJ ~ I or TIJ :2 (O.I), it follows by (8.2) and 
Markov's inequality that 
Thus, T = 0 a.s. when lim inflJ I (AIJ) = O. 
The case liminflJ I{AIJ) E (O,oo) requires a different argumenl. Let elJ = 
/ P[AIJ1 . By (8.4) , we have lim inflJ-+oo E(N{TIJ.elJ)] < 00. Since EIJ ~ 0, the 
cardinality ITI of T is bounded from above by lim inflJ -+oo .N"{TIJ ,EIJ) ' Fatou 's 
lemma yields E[ IT I] < 00 and hence p[ IT I < 00] = I. We finall y conclude that 
P IT ,. 01 = ° by comb;n;ng [ II , Th. 6.7J and [ 10, (2.9)J. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.16. Since the lower bounds have been establi shed in 
Sect ion 7, it remains to prove the upper bounds. Fix k = I or k > I even. Let 
AR be the event th at there are k disjoint crossings of the annulus DR := {z E C() : 
10k ::: Izl ::: R} , where we require that the colors be a lternating if k f I. Here, Izl 
denotes the di stance to 0, wh ich is the apex of the cone C(). One can prove that 
(8.6) k = I , 
k> I , 
in the very same way that we have justifi ed (7. 1). By Theorem 8.1 (and easy 
algebraic manipulation), it therefore suffices to prove that 
(8.7) 
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Let H be a hexagon in Ce, and let 5 = s(H) be the distance from H to O. For 
H to be pivotal it is necessary that there be k di sjoint (alternating, if k > I) cross-
ings from di stance 10 k to 5/2 from the origin (unless 5/2 ~ 10k) and between 
di stances 2s and R (unless 2s ~ R). Likewise, there should be four alternating 
cross ings between H and di stance (5/2) /\ dist(H , aD R) from H. These events 
are independen t Using the quasi-multiplicati ve property of the k-arm crossing 
events (Remark A.6) and (3.7) with k = 4, thi s gives (when 5 < 8 R/ 9), 
(8.8) IH(AR) " O(I ) P(AR] S-SI4+o(l ) 
where this 0(1) factor (as well as those appearing below) may depend on k and 8 . 
Since the number of hexagons in Ce satisfying 5 = 5(H) < p is 0(p2) , an easy 
calcul ation yields 
I: IH(AR ) " O ( I)P(AR] R '/Ho( I). 
H :s( H) < 8R/ 9 
Now suppose that H is a hexagon satisfying s(H) ~ 8 R/9. For H to be 
pivotal , it is necessary that there be k (alternating, if k > I) crossi ngs in Ce between 
{Izl = 10k} and {Izl = R/ 2} , there should be four alternating crossings between 
H and di stance dist(H , iJDR) / 2 from H , and there should be three alternating 
crossings between di stance 2 dist(H, aD R) and di stance R / 2 from a point on iJD R 
closest to H. The latter event is governed by the 3-ann half-plane exponent, whose 
asymptotic behaviour is described by (3 .8) . Since s + dist(H , aD R) = R + 0(1), 
we get 
Since for b ~ I there are O(b R) hexagons at di stance ~ b from {Izl = R}, another 
easy calculation gives 
I: IH(AR) " O(I)P(AR]R3/4+o(l). 
H :s( H) ;::8R /9 
Together, thi s yields (8.7) and the proof is complete. o 
Proof of Theorem 1.15. The lower bound was proved in Sect ion 7, and so 
onl y the upper bound needs to be justifi ed. The proof proceeds like the proof of 
the upper bound in Theorem 1.16. except that the influence estimates are slightl y 
different. 
Let DR = {z E we: 10k ~ Izl ~ R} , AR be the k-ann event in We between {z : 
Izl = 10k} and {z : Izl = R}, and H CDR be a hexagon. lei s =s(H) = dist(O, H) , 
and let b = b(H) = di st(H , iJDR), where we write aDR for the boundary of 
DR in Coo ; i.e. , the points on aWe are included. For H to be pivotal for AR, 
it is necessary that the k-arm event holds between distance 10k and s/2 from 0 
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(unless 5/2::::: 10 k) as well as between distances 2s and R (unl ess 2s::: R), that the 
altern ating 4-ann event holds between H and di stance bl2 away from H , and that 
the a ltern ating 3-arm event must hold between d istances 2b and s / 4 away from 
a point in aD R closest to H (unless 2b:::: s/4). There are O(b's') hexagons H 
sati sfying b(H ) ::::: b
' 
and s(H ) ::: s'. The rest of the proof proceeds like that of 
Theorem 1.16, and is left to the reader. 0 
Proofof Theorems 1. 10, 1. 12, 1.1 3 and 1. 14. At any time at which there are 
two infinite white cl usters in the plane, we must also have the 4-ann event occurring 
(w ith altern ating co lors) but by Theorem 1.16 (with k = 4 and e = 2rr). there are 
no such times. Thi s proves Theorem 1. 10. 
AI any t'ime at which there are two in fi nite d ifferent colored clusters, we must 
also have the 2-arm event occurring (with d iffe rent colors) but by Theorem 1.16 
(with k = 2 and () = 2Jr), the set of such times has Hausdorff dimension at most 
2/3. This proves Theorem I 12. The other two theorems are similarly proved. 0 
9. The square lattice 
We start thi s secti on by proving Theorem 1. 11. Afterwards, possible ways in 
whi ch our arguments for T heorem 1.3 may be improved to appl y to 71..2 as well , 
will be di scussed. 
In the proof of Theorem 1. 11 we wil1use the fact that the six alternating arms 
exponent is larger than 2, or, more preci sely, that the probability fo r six alternating 
arms between radii I' and R is bounded above by 0( \ ) (rl R)2+e fo r some E > O. 
This is essenti all y due to [20. Lemma 5 1, but a proof is also given in the appendix 
(Corollary A.8). 
Proof of Theorem I. I I. For 0 < I' < R , let S(I', R) be the event that there 
are three different c luste rs that connect the circles of radi i I' and R about O. By 
the above mentioned bound on the altern ating 6-ann probabilities, We may choose 
some fixed e > 0 and some functi on p = per) > r such that fo r static critical bond 
percolation on 71..2 , for all 1' , 
(9. 1 ) p[ 5(1', p) ] "p->-< . 
Consider some bond e, and let F(e) be the event that e is pivotal for S(r, p). 
Then P[F(e)] is j ust the influence 1,(5(1', pl). Assume that P[F(e) ] '" O. Note 
that the events F(e) and {e is open} are independent events. Thi s implies that 
P[ S(r.p) I F (e) ] = 1(2, which one may wri te 
p[ F(e) n S(r, p)] = p[ F (e) n ~S(r. p)]. 
Since thi s applies to every bond e, we conclude that the expected number of pivotals 
on the event S(I', p) is half of the total influence I (S(I', p». However the number 
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of pivotals for S(r, p) is bounded by the total number of edges intersecting the disk 
of radius p about the origin , which is certai nly 0(p2). Thus, 
1(5(r, p)) '" 2 p[ 5(r, p) ] O(p' ) = O(p-'), 
Consequentl y, by Theorem 8.1 , fo r every ro > 0 a.s. there are no exceptional times 
in which nr>ro S(r. p(r» holds. This proves ou r theorem. 0 
Remark 9. 1. An alternative way to prove the above result is based on using 
the fact that the 6-arm exponen t is strictl y larger than 2 together with the fact that 
the number of different configurations (counti ng repetitions) that appear in a ball of 
rad ius II during the time interval [0, I] has a Poisson distribution with a parameter 
which is at most 0 ( 1)1/ 2 . 
As we wi ll briefl y ex plai n below, the proof of Theorem 1.3 al most works for 
bond perco lation on the square grid . In fact , there are several alternative routes by 
which the result might perhaps be extended to 71.2 ; 
( I) Establi shing 
(9,2) 
for 71.2 for some fi xed E > 0, 
(2) improvi ng the estimate (1.3), 
(3) proving the ex istence of an algorithm (or a witness whic h would still permit 
the use of Theorem 1.8) with smaller revealment. 
(4) extending Smirnov 's theorem to 71.2 . 
Note that the weaker vers ion of (9 .2) (12(r) ::: (1(r)2 fo ll ows from eithe r the 
Harri s-FKG inequality or Reimer's inequality [27J. Kesten and Zhang have proved 
some related strict inequaliti es between exponents [211 , but it seems that their meth-
ods are not sufficient to prove (9.2). 
We now explain why (9.2) in the 7L 2 setting implies exceptional ti mes for 7L 2 . 
First we want to have the revealment for the algorithm determi ning 1/ bounded 
by 0(1) (12(r) ex( I", R). One problem seems to be that the bound on the revealment 
for the tri angul ar grid involves the summand featuring (1 +, wh ich is relat ively 
negligible, while on 7L 2 , we do not know how to prove that the other summand 
dominates. The fix is to replace the determ in istic R by a random R~ E [R,2R] . 
The random variable R~ will depend on some ex tra random bits, that we add, 
and these random bits also evolve in ti me. We construct the dependence of R' 
on these bits so th at R' can be calculated by an a lgorithm with very small re-
vealment. This is rather easy to arrange, because we are not limited in the num-
ber of bits that we may take. If we consider an edge whose di stance from the 
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origi n a is in the range [RI2,2Rj, then the probability that the edge is exam-
ined given R' is at most O(I)az(R'-a) IW>a- ]. By (A. I), thi s is at most 
O(I)a2(R)a2(R' -a , R)- l lR'>a- l. The pr;bability that IR' -a l ::: 2 j is at 
most 0(1) 2j I R. We al so know t hat 0'2(r\ , r2) - 1 :::: O( 1) (rz/ r1) 1- e' for some 
£' > 0, by Reimer's inequality [271 and (A.S) . It fo llows that the probability that 
such an edge is examined is 0(1) C12(R). The r Q(1) factor in Theorem 4.4 is easi ly 
replaced by an 0(1) factor, if we use Proposit ion A. I in the course of the proof. 
Then we get (5 .3) for the square grid , but without the 1'0(1) facto r. We may then 
choose the dependence between rand t such that a(r) ~ t ,.e/ 2, where £; is the 
constant in (9.2). The rest is immediate from (5.3), since clearly r - E/ 2 ::: 0(1) (E' 
fo r some 8' > O. 
A consequence of thi s argument, which appli es without assuming (9 .2), is th at 
for bond percolation on 7L 2 we have 
P[ V"R n VO ,R] :': O(t - I ) P[V"RJ'. 
This gives yet another illustration as to how close the result for 71.2 seems to be - if 
the ( - I tenn was improved to ( - I +t , that would have been enough. Consequently, 
significant improvements in the algorithm or in (1.3) wou ld also be suffic ient. 
10. Some open questions 
Foll owing are a few questions and open problems suggested by the present 
paper. 
( I) For the results in Theorems 1. 15 and 1.1 6, what is the Hausdorff dimension 
of the set of exceptional times in question? We tend to believe that the answer 
is the upper bound. In particular, is the upper bound of 31/36 in Theorem [.9 
the correct answer? 
(2) Prove that there ex ist exceptional times for percolat ion on the sq uare lattice 
(see Section 9 for a di scussion). 
(3) What is the best y for which Theorems 1.6 and 1.7 hold? 
(4) What is the best revealment of an algorithm determining the even t QR in 
Theorem 4.1 ? 
(5) What is the sharp form of Theorem 1.8? 
(6) What are the properties of the infinite cl uster at an exceptional time at which 
it ex ists? For example, what is the growth rate of the number of vertices in 
the Euclidean di sk of radius r around the orig in which belong to the cluster of 
the o rig in at the first time ( :: 0 in which the c luster is infinite? Is the growth 
rate the same at all exceptional times? 
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(7) What is the relati onshi p between the exceptional infi nite cluster and the incip-
ient infi nite cluster? 
Note added in proofs. Questi ons ( I), (2), and pan of (3) have been answered 
by C. Garban, G. Pete, and O. Schramm. Question (7) has been answered by 
A. Hammond, G. Pete. and O. Schramm. 
Appendix A. Quasi-multiplicativity 
In this appendix, we discuss the k-arm probabi lities and prove that they satisfy 
the corresponding analogue of the relation (3.1). For R > 0, let H R be the union 
of the hexagons intersecting 8(0. R). For R > r > 0 let Aj (r, R) denote the event 
that there are at least j cross ings from oH r to aHR , of alternating colors. The 
fo llowing result refers to critical site percolation on the triangul ar grid and critical 
bond percolation on the square grid . 
PROPOSIT tON A. I. Let j > 0 be even. There i !i a cOIISta1lt e, depending only 
on j, stich that for all r < r ' < rl/ 
(A 1) C- ' p[ Aj(r, r") ] :s p[ Aj(r, r') ] p[ Aj(r' , r") ] :s C p[ Aj (r, r") ], 
and p[ Aj (r, 2 r)] > l ie if P[ Aj(r, 2 r)] > 0 (i.e., if r is large enough to allow j 
crossings). Moreover, a corresponding statement I/Olds for critical bond percola-
tion 011 the squa re grid which alternate between primal and dual crossings. 
This theorem would have been a useful tool in [311, had it been avai lable. 
Instead, the authors of that paper proved a weaker form of th is which was good 
enough for their purposes. Our proof below uses techn iques from l 19J, l24J and 
l31 J. Indeed, the entire resul ts of the appendix do fo llow from the ideas of l19J. We 
include them here fo r completeness, and for ease of reference. Additionall y. though 
the bas ic ideas are the same, in several respects our treatment is a bit different 
from [19] . 
Below, we wi ll work in the setting of the triangular grid . The proof for the 
square grid is essentiall y the same. In the setting of the triangular grid , there is 
the color exchange trick [201. [II . which shows that the probability for havi ng 
altern at ing cross ings is comparable to the probab il ity of any color sequence as 
long as both colors are present. In the setting of the square grid, as far as we know, 
such a trick does not ex ist. At the end of the appendi x we wi ll explain how the 
proof of Proposition A.I can be generali zed to any color sequence. 
In the following, an interface from aH r to oH R is an oriented sim ple path in 
the hexagonal grid that has one color of hexagons adj acent to it on the right, and 
the opposite color adjacent to it on the left. Thus, it is the common boundary of a 
black crossing and a white crossing. 
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For R > ,. > I. consider all (he interfaces cross ing from au r to aH R. and 
define s(r, R) to be the least di stance between any pair of endpoints of two inter-
faces on aH R. If there are no interfaces, we take s(r, R) = 00. Note that s(r, R) is 
monotone nonincreasing in r. This quantity will roughl y measure the "quality" of 
the interfaces; when s(r, R) is comparable to R , the interfaces are well separated , 
and, as we wi ll see, easier to eX lend. 
LEM MA A.2. For all a E (0, 1), R > 0, 8 > 0, 
P[s(a R, R) <0 R] ::0 C 8', 
where C = C(a) is a constant depending ollly on a and e > 0 is an absolute 
constant. 
The lemma probably follows from r 19, Lemma 21, but since the proof is rather 
short. we include a proof for completeness. 
Proof We prove this in the case a = 1/2. The genera l case is essentially the 
same. Let a C aH R be an arc of diameter R /3, and let Y be the set of points in H R 
at di stance at most R /3 from a. Let al be one of the two arcs in ay n atl R \ a. Let 
f3t , f32, . .. , f3k be the interfaces crossing from ay \ aH R to a, ordered so that for 
it <;2:::: k, the interface f3il separates al from f3i 2 in Y. Fix a positive integer i and 
conditi on on i :::: k and on f3i. Let Pi denote the union of the hexag<?ns adjacent 
to f3i. Then the percolation in the connected component Yi of Y \ f3i separated 
from at by f3i remains unbiased. Suppose that the hexagons in Pi adjacen t to Yi 
are white, say. Let Zi denote the endpoint of f3i on a. The RSW theorem implies 
that there is some constant e > 0 such that with conditional probability I - 0(1) 8e 
there is a white crossing in Yi \ 8 (Zi , 8 R) from aPi to aH R. On that event, it is 
clear that if k:: i + I, then IZi -Zi + l l:: 8 R. We conclude that 
P[k:: i + I , Iz; -z;+1I :::: 8 R I k:: i. f3i ] :::: 0(1)8&. 
The RSW theorem also implies that there is conditional probability bounded away 
from zero that k = ; given k ~ i and f3i (thi s wou ld be guaranteed by an appropriate 
crossing in Yj from aPi to aH R \ a) . Therefore, P[k ~ i] :::: ci for some constant 
c < I. Thus, 
P[k ~ i + I , IZi -Zi +1I::: 8 R] 
= p[ k ?: i + 1, Iz; - z; + Ii ::0 8 R I k ?: i J p[ k ?: i] = 0 (1) c; 8' , 
We sum thi s over all i = 1, 2, ... , and over an appropriate covering of an R by 
0(1) arcs a of diameter R/3. The lemma follows. 0 
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Next, we prove a statement saying, roughly, that if the crossings are "reason-
ably good", then there is a conditioned probability bounded away fro m zero that 
they ex tend and the extensions are "very good" . 
LEMM A A.3. For every j > a even, there is a constant 8 = 8(j) > 0 sllch 
that for every 8 > a there is some constant c(8) > 0, depending only 011 8, sitch that 
when R > r , 
p[ Aj(r, 4 R) n (s(r, 4R) > 48 R } I Aj(r, R) n (s(r, R) > 8 R }] > c(8) . 
Proof Set S = H R \ Hr. We assume that Aj{r, R) holds and that s{r, R) > 
8 R. Let Yo, ... , Yk-I (k ::: j) be the collection of all interfaces crossing from aHr 
to aH R, in counterclockwise order, where we choose the indexes so that Yo has 
white hexagons on the right-hand side. (The interfaces are oriented from aHr to 
aH R.) In the following. we set Yi := Yi' when i rt {O, 1, .. .. k ~ I} and i' = i 
mod k. Set r = Ui EN Yi · How does conditioning on the interfaces Yo,· ·· , Yk-I 
affect the percolation process? Note the fact that there are no more than k interfaces 
means that for each i EN there is a white cross ing in S \ r from the right-hand 
side of Y2i to the left side of Y2i- l and a black crossing in S \ r from the left 
side of Y2i to the right side of Y2i + I . Otherwise, the confi guration is unbiased on 
hexagons that are not adjacent to these interfaces. 
Let zi be the endpoint OfYi on aHR ,i eN. Fori = 0, I , ... ,j - 1, let Wi bea 
point aH R that is roughly in the center of the counterclockwise arc from Zi to Zi + I . 
Then IWi ~z;I::: 8 R/5. and the same is true for IWi -zi+d. It is easy to see that 
there ex ist di sjoint simple paths /30 ,"" /3j-1 satisfying the following. (See Figure 
A. I.) ( I) Each /3i is a path in H 4R \ H R from Wi to a point w; e a H 4R . (2) The 
Figure A.1. The paths f3i. 
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po ints wi are roughly equall y spaced on aH4 R. (3) Each fh n J-hR is contained 
in the line through the origi n containing Wi. and each {3; \ H 3R is contained in the 
line through the origin containing wi. (4) The distance from each of these paths 
to any other path is aileasl Cl 8 R, where c , E (0, 1/5) is some universal constant. 
(5) Each f3i has length at most a constant times R, where the constant may depend 
on j. For each i E {O, I, . .. , j - I} let Cti be the arc of a ci rcle whose center is Zi, 
that has Wi as endpoint, thai has the other endpoint on Yi U Yi + I, that is otherwise 
disjoint from Yi U Yi + I and is contained in S. 
Lei $; be the connected component containing w; of the complement of r 
in the C I 8 R/ 20 ne ig hborhood of {3; U (Xi. If i E {O, I , ... , j - I} is odd, let Fi 
denote the event that there is a white crossing in Pi from r to iJH4 R. Simil arl y, 
if i is even, let Fj denote the event that there is a b lack crossin g in Pi from r to 
iJH4 R. It is easy to see that if n{::6 Fj holds, then Aj(r, 4R) holds as well . The 
RSW theorem implies that p[ Fi ] is bounded from below (depending o n 8) for a 
percolation process that is unbiased . But, as we have seen, the percolati on o n S 
between Yi and Yi + I is onl y conditioned on havi ng a cross in g of the appropriate 
color. By the Harris-FKG ineq uality. this is posi ti vely correlated w ith Fi . By 
independence on d isjoint sets, the di fferent F; are independent given r (assum ing, 
as we may, that the di stance between the different sets Pi is significantly larger 
than the scale of the lau ice) . We conc lude that fo r some c(8) > 0, 
p[ Aj(r, 4 R) [ Aj(r, R) n {s(r, R) > 8 R }] > c(8). 
Taking care of the condi tion s(r. 4R) :: 48 R is not too hard. Suppose that in 
the above we truncate the paths f3i and the ne ighborhoods Pi by intersecting them 
with H3.5 R. We then condit ion on the " leftmost" c rossing in Pi. See Figure A.2. 
A ll thi s takes place within H3.5 R. The conditional probability that these crossin gs 
in the Pi 'S connect to OH4 R is bounded away from zero by a function of j on ly 
(spec ifica lly, not 8). Thus, Lemma A.2 and the monotonicity of s(r, R) in r shows 
that if 8 = 8(j) > 0 is c hosen smal~ w ith conditional probability at least 1/ 2 we 
are also likely to have s(r, 4R) :: 48 R, as required. 0 
Set 
fer , R ):= P[Aj(r, R)], 
LEMMA A.4. There is a constant C, (j) > 0, depending only 011 j. such that 
for R :: 4r 
c, (j) g,(r, R) ::: fer , R) , 
where 8 = 8(j) is the constant introduced in Lemma A.3. 
Proof We aSSllme that f (r, R) > O. Let 8 > 0 be small. Set N = log4 (R / r) 
and let III = 1118 be the largest integer in the range 0 .::; III .::; N - I such that 
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Pi 
Figure A.2. A bent strip connecting with a channel. Indicated are 
the leftmost cross ing of the intersection of the bent stri p and the 
channel that connects to H r and a reasonably li kely cross ing from 
it to JH4 R in the bent strip. 
ga(r. 4- ; R) .::: fer . 4-; R) j2 holds for every integer i in the range 0.::: i < Ill. 
Lemma A.2 and independence on disjoint sets imply 
[(r, R) - g,(r, R) " C 8' [(r , R(4), 
and repeated applications of this inequality give 
(A.2) [ (r, R) " (2C)m 8,m [ (r. 4~m R). 
We claim that if 0 is a suffic iently small positive constant, then 
(A.3) 
for some constant C2(J) depending on ly on j . If III .::: N - 2, thi s fo llows with 
C2(J) = 2 from the defi nition of 111 . If N - 2 < III .::: N - I, then RSW easily 
implies f(r, 4- 111 R) ::: C3(J) for some constant C3(J) > 0, and fer , 4- 111 R) -
ga(r, 4- 111 R) .::: C 8£ by Lemma A.2, which gives (A.3). On the other hand, re-
peated application of Lemma A.3 gives 
(A.4) c(8) c (8)m~ 1 g, (r. 4~m R) "g, (r, R) ,,[(r. R) . 
On combining this with (A.2) and (A.3) . one obtains 
c(8) C,U) (2 C 8' (c (8))m ?: c(8) . 
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We choose 8 suffic iently small so that 88 < c(8)/(4 C) . Then the above shows 
thai In is bounded by a function of 8 and j . T he proof is now completed by 
combining (A.2), (A.3) and (A.4). 0 
Proof of Proposition A.I . The proof will be given on ly for the triangular grid, 
since the proof in the settin g of bond percolation on the square grid is essent ially 
the same. As we remarked above, when p[ A j (r, 2 r) ] > 0, the RSW theorem easi ly 
gives p[ A j (r , 2 r) ] > 1/ C(j), for some C(j) > O. 
We now assume that r' > 8 r and r" > 8r', Suppose that Aj(r.r'/2) n 
{s(r, r ' /2) > 8,.' 12 } holds. We also assume that the corresponding event occurs 
between iJH2r , and iJHr ", but now we require that the interfaces be well separated 
on the inner boundary JHZrf. in stead of on the outer boundary. As in the proof 
of Lemma A.3, it is not too hard to see that conditi oned on these event s there is 
probability bounded away from zero (by a function of j) that the crossings between 
iJHr and iJHr'/2 will hook up nicely with the c rossings between JH2r, and iJHr". 
Basically, we onl y need to arrange that the channels fii for the inner c ross ings 
wil l cross the corresponding channels of the outer cross ings. The proof of the 
right-hand ineq uality in (A.I ) now fo llows from Lemma A.4 and the corresponding 
statement for crossings with interfaces well-separated in the inner boundary, which 
is proved in the same way. If r" ::::: 8 r', then the right-hand ineq uality in (A. I) is a 
consequence of Lemmas A.3 and A.4 . A similar proof applies when r' ~ 8 r . 
It now remains to prove the left -hand inequality in (A. I) . If ,." < 2,.', then 
p[ Aj (r' , r")] is bounded away from zero (if we assume p[ Aj (r, r") ] > 0) and we 
are done since p[ A j (r , r")] ::::: p[ Aj (r, r')]. Otherwise, we argue that 
p[ Aj (I'. r") ] " p[ A j (1', 1" )] p[ A j (2 1". 1''') ]. 
by independence on disjoint subsets, and 
p[ Aj (1" , 2 r')] p[ Aj(2 r', r")] " C p[ Aj (1", 1''') ]. 
by the right-hand inequali ty in (A. I ). Since p[ Aj (r' , 2 r ') ] is bounded away from 
zero, the left-hand inequal ity now fo llows. 0 
We now generalize Proposi tion A. l to arbit rary sequences of cross ings. 
PROPOS ITION A.S. Let j ~ I be an integer, and fix a color sequence X E 
{black, white}j. The probabilities for the existence of j disjoint crossings whose 
colors match this sequence ill counterclockwise order also satisfy rhe inequalities 
in Proposition A.I . The corresponding statemellf also holds in the setting of critical 
bond percolation 0/1 the square grid. 
Proof We start with the eas ie r case where a ll the colors in the sequence X 
are the same, say black. Suppose that r' > 2 rand r" > 2 1". Consider the even t 
thal (a) there are j disjoint black cross ings from JHr to oHr, and (b) there are 
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J di sjoint black cross ings from aHr, to aHr" and (c) there are j di sjoint black 
circuits separating iJHr'/2 from iJHr, and (d) there are j di sjoint black ci rcuits 
separating iJHr, from aHzr' and (e) there are j di sjoint crossings from aHr,/z to 
iJlh r' . Note that if we choose anyone path in each of (a)-{e), we can extract from 
the union a cross ing from aHr to aHr". To see that we actuall y have j disjo int 
cross ings from iJHr to uHr" . note that if we remove any j - I hexagons. then 
there is still one path remaining in each of (a)--{e), and consequentl y, there is still 
a crossing from aH, to iJHr". Thus, Menger's theorem (see [SD implies that when 
(a)--{e) all hold there are j di sjoint cross ings from uHr to iJ Hr". By the Harri s-
FKG inequality, the events (a)- (e) are all pos iti vely correlated. By RSW, events 
(c)-{e) have probabilities bounded away from zero (assuming that (a) has positi ve 
probability). The inequality corresponding to the ri ght -hand inequality in (A. I) 
now follows. The corresponding left -hand inequality, as well as the cases where 
r' .::: 2 r or r" .::: 2 r' are now proved as in the proof of Proposition A.I . 
We now assume that both colors appear in X, and indicate the adaptati ons 
necessary in the proof of Proposition A. I to generalize to the present setting. The 
quantity .\' (1', R) needs to be defined slightl y differentl y. In the modifi ed definition 
of s(r, R), still onl y interfaces between crossings of opposite colors are considered. 
Suppose that Yl and Y2 are two adjacent interfaces from aHr to aH R , and that Q 
is the component of H R \ (Hr U Yl U yz) between them. Let dist(z . Z ; Q) denote 
the infimal length of a path from z to Z in Q. For s > 0 set W(s) := {z E Q : 
dist(z , aH R : Q) :s: s }. The margin between YI and Y2 is defined as the supremum 
of the set of s > 0 such that any path connecting Yl and Yz in W(s) has length at 
least s. Now s(r, R) is redefined as the smallest margin among any two consecutive 
interfaces. 
Lemma A.2 is still valid with thi s new definition of s(r, R). In fact, the onl y 
change needed in the proof is that instead of looking for a white crossing in Yj \ 
8 (z; , 8 R) from a~; to aH R, one looks for a cross ing in Y; \ 8 (z; , 2 8 R), where 
z; is the last point on the arc iJ y n aH R , directed away from a l . that has di stance 
at most 8 R from f3i . (Here. we assume that 8 < 1/ 100. say.) 
We now ex plain how thi s new definition facilitates the obvious analogue of 
Lemma A.3 . Indeed, suppose that YI and Y2 are two adjacent interfaces, there are 
at least j l :s: j disjoint black crossings in the sector Q of H R \ Hr between YI and 
Y2, and the margin between YI and Y2 is at least s. Let 
Qi :~ (z E W(s) : 2; s(2 j,) S di st(z, aH", Q) s (2; + I) s(2 iI)), 
Qi :~ (z E W(s) : 2 ; s(2 j,) S di st(z , y, : Q) S (2; + l)s(2j,)} , 
where W(s) is as above. We may then consider the event that in each Qi, i 
0, I , . .. , j ] - I. there is a black crossing from Yl to Y2, and in each Q;. i 
0, I , . .. , j ] - I, there is a black crossing from aH R to uW(s) \ (Yl U Yz U uH R), 
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and moreover, the latter cross ings continue through well directed channels all the 
way 10 aH4 R. as in the proof of Lemma A.3 . An appli cati on of Menger's theorem, 
as in the monochromatic case above, will then guarantee that at the end h di sjoint 
black crossings between YI and Y2 will ex tend all the way to H 4 R . A compatible 
constructi on is applied to each of the other pairs of adjacent inte rfaces . 
Of course, when we condition on the interfaces Yo , YI , . .. , Yk - 1> we do not 
know how many crossings we will have between each pair of adjacent interfaces. 
But k = O(R /s(r , R). and so the number of distinct patte rns in whi ch cross ings 
with color sequence type X can occur is bounded by a function of 8 and j. (S pecifi-
cally, a pattern for X is a specificati on of how many crossings are selected between 
each pair of adjacent interfaces to make up the sequence of crossings compatible 
with X . There may very well be add itional c rossings that are ignored.) Thus, the 
most like ly pattern given the interfaces occurs with probability bounded away from 
zero given that there are crossings of color sequence X and the constructi on may be 
based on this most likely pattern. The occurrence of this pattern given the interfaces 
and the informati on about the color of hexagons adj acent to the right-hand sides 
of the interfaces will be a monotone function in the collection of white hexagons 
in the regions between interfaces that have white hexagons on their boundary, and 
monotone in bl ack hexagons in the other regions. Thus, again, the Harri s-FKG 
inequality is applicable. (We do not want to cond ition on the exact number of 
cross ings between two adjacent interfaces, as this is not a monotone function of 
the configurati on.) 
Similarl y, when we attempt to glue c ross ings between two diffe rent annuli , 
we condition on the interfaces, and then aim for the most like ly pattern in each 
annulus. These are essenti ally the only modifications needed in the proof. 0 
Remark A.6. The analogous statements for critical percolati on in cones and 
wedges a lso holds, with similar proofs. The wedge case is, in fact, easier. 
Remark A.7. It is also clear that the above proof shows that if we prescribe j 
specific di sjoint arcs on 8H R and require the crossings from 8H r to land on these 
arcs, with a prescribed color for every arc, the probability for this event is at least 
a positi ve constant times the probability to have j crossings with thi s sequenti al 
color pattern, where the constant onl y depends on the smallest angle at 0 subtended 
by any of the j arcs (provided that R is not too small , so that each of the arcs has 
at least one hexagon unshared with any other arc, say). 
As a further application, we prove the fo ll owing result about 5-ann and 6-arm 
exponents in &'..2. 
COROL LARY A.S. COllsidercritical bOlld percolatioll on 71..2. For R > r :: I 
let F(r. R) denote the event that there are five open crossings between distances r 
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alld R f rom 0 of types primal. primal. dual. primal. dual, ill circular order. Theil 
(A.S) c- J (r/ R)2 S P[F(r, R )] S C (r/ R)2 , 
where C > 0 is a universal constant. Moreover, the probability that there are six 
alternating crossings : primal, dual. primal, dual, primal, dual, between distances 
r and R is at most C (r/ R)2+E:. for some constant E > O. The sallie statement 
applies to any sequence obtained by inserting one additional primal or dual entry 
to the list (primal, primal, dual, primal, dual). 
This result is essenti all y due to [20, Lemma 51 (in the context of site perco-
lation on the tri angular grid , though the proof is equally applicable to ;r.2 ). They 
omit some of the details. because the proof is long and the argument is similar to 
the proof of l19, Lemma 4]. Now, we can easily present an essentially complete 
and relati vely short argument. 
Proof We begin with the basic argument from [20], Divide the boundary 
of the circle aB (O, R ) into 5 equal arcs, A I •...• As. in counterclockwise order. 
For concreteness, let's take each Aj as the arc between angles (2 j - I) ]f /5 and 
(2 j + I) ]f /5. For a vertex v E B(O, R). let Fv be the event that there are primal 
(open) cross ings from v to A I , A3 and A4 and dual crossings from dual vertices 
adjacent to v to A2 and to As. and the primal crossings are di sjo int, except at v. 
(By planarity, it fo llows that the dual crossings are disjoint.) We claim that Fv can 
happen for at most one vertex in B(O, R /2). Indeed, suppose that Fv n Fu holds, 
where v. u are vertices in 8 (0. R /2). Let aj. i = 1, 3, 4, denote some simple 
primal crossings from v to the arc s Ai, whi ch are di sjoint, except at v. Similarly, 
let a;, i = 1.3, 4, be the corresponding paths for It. Since al U a3 separates A2 
from As in 8 (0. R), it is clear that II E a l U a3 . Similarly. ilEa l U a4 . Since 
a3 n a4 = {v } C ai, it follows th at U E al . Let PI be the arc of a l from u to A I. 
Since f3 1 Ua; is a path from A I to A3, it contains v or separates v from A2 or from 
As. The latter two poss ibilities are ruled out by the dual crossings to A2 and As 
starting at dual vertices adjacent to v. Thus. v E PI Ua;. and similarl y. v E P I Ua~. 
But since a; n a~ = {u} C P I, we conclude that v E f3 I, which implies u = v. 
We now claim that F := UVE B(O,R/ 2) Fv has probability bounded away 
from O. Consider the event that there is a crossing from A I to A4 , and consider the 
ri ghtmost such crossing e (in the sense that it separates any other crossing from 
As) . If there is an open path from A3 to e, but no open path from A3 to A I disjoint 
from e, then Fw will hold, where w is the fi rst vertex v along e (when e goes from 
A I to A4) that connects to A3 in the complement of e. Thus, we need to show that 
there is probability bounded away from zero that this happens with wE 8 (0, R /2). 
Let L I be the line passing through the origin and the midpoint of A I. Let L2 and 
L3 be lines parallel to L 1 at distance R /20 and R/ IO from L I, on the side of L 1 
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that contains As. By RSW, there is probability bounded away from zero for the 
existence of a dual -open crossing from A 1 to A4 in the stri p between L2 and L3 . 
By conditioning on the leftmost such crossing (the one closest to L\ ), it is easy 
to see that there is probab ility bounded away from zero that such a dual c rossing 
ex ists and is al so connected to As by a dual-open path. If moreover we have a 
primal crossing f rom A 1 to A4 in the strip between L I and L2. which happens with 
probability bounded away from zero, then the ri ghtmost primal c rossing between 
A 1 and A4 will be contained in the strip between L 1 and L3. Conditioned on the 
latter event and on the latter crossing e, it happens with probability bounded away 
from zero that there is a primal cross ing from A 3 to e whose endpoint on e (wh ich 
is its onl y point on e) is within distance R IS of the origin . Also, there is a dual 
crossing from A 2 to a dual vertex adjacent to e that is within distance R IS of the 
ori gi n. On that event , F holds. Thus, p[ F] is bounded away from zero. 
It is easy to see that the proof of Proposit ion A.S implies that p[ Fv] ::: 
0(1) p[ Fw] for v, W E B (O , R I 2). Since the events Fv are di sjoint, and since 
the ir sum is of order I, it follows that each Fv, v E B(O, R12) has probability of 
order R- 2. In particular R2 p[ Fa] is bounded away from zero and 00. Now (A.S ) 
follows from Remark A.7. 
The statements regard ing the 6-ann exponent now fo ll ow from Reimer's in-
equality l27J. Alternat ively, we may al so deduce them from Remark A.7, as fol -
lows. If we fix arcs AI , . .. , A6 in counterclockwise order on the radius R circle, 
where the crossings are required to land , and we require a primal crossing to A I and 
a dual crossing to A2 , then we may condition on the most counterclockwise primal 
cross ing y connecting to AI, then sequenti all y on the most clockwise crossings 
to A2 . A 3 ... . , A s of the required type. The conditional probability for hav ing yet 
another c rossing to A6 is still bounded by 0(1) (r I RY, for some constant e > 0. 
Now we may apply Remark A.7, to complete the proof. 0 
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